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EDITORIAL. 
At the meeting of the Board of Trustees in June, 1899, it was 
voted to authorize the Faculty to issue a Bulletin. The Faculty, 
in turn, appointed as editorial committee the President (ex officio) 
and Professor Martin. With the exception of one number, which 
was edited by a committee of the Faculty during Professor Mar-
tin's sojourn abroad on his well-earned vacation, Professor Mar-
tin has had the task, in addition to his regular College work, of 
editing the BuLLETIN; and with what signal success his efforts 
have been attended may be readily seen from the following flatter-
ing votes of commendation passed at various times by the Trustees 
and by the Faculty: 
June 26, I goo. Voted [by the Trustees] "that the cordial 
thanks of the Board are hereby tendered to Professor Martin for 
hi;; diligent and unselfish efforts in behalf of the interests of the 
College." 
June 22, 1903. Voted [by the Trustees] "that the thanks of 
the Trustees be, and they hereby are, tendered to Professor Mar-
tin, for his painstaking labor and excellent work in the publication 
of the TRINITY BULLETIN from the beginning of said publication 
until the present time." 
Dec. 15, 1903. Voted [by the Faculty] " that the thanks of 
the Faculty be, and hereby are, extended to Professor Martin for 
the able and efficient manner in which he has edited the BuLLETIN 
from its first number to the present time." 
The Trustees have been extremely liberal in meeting the ex-
penses of the BULLETIN, but in view of the imperative demands 
on the treasury to meet the expenses of instruction and other 
fixed charges, without which the College could not exist as a col-
lege, so large an expenditure for what might be regarded as a 
luxury may come to seem inappropriate. 
In other institutions publications of this character are sup-
ported by the Alumni, and if a moderate endowment could be 
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established for its continuance from contributions which would 
not encroach in any way upon the benefactions toward the general 
fund of the College, it would be very desirable. The entire ex-
pense of this number has been about $ISO, and two such numbers 
could be issued every year for $300. A fund of $8,ooo would 
assure the continuance of the BuLLETIN in about this form, and 
an endowment of only $s,ooo would probably be adequate to insure 
the publication each year of two numbers of thirty or forty pages 
each. While we certainly regard the general endowment fund as 
of paramount importance, yet we beg to commend this matter 
to the attention of the Alumni. 
At a meeting of the Faculty held on December IS, 1903, Pro-
fessor Martin definitely and positively resigned as editor of the 
BuLLETIN. His resignation was accepted with great regret by 
the Faculty, who, although recognizing that its several members 
are necessarily called upon to perform much work not strictly 
academic, yet felt that the task of editing the BuLLETIN in addi-
tion to one's regular College work is too much to impose on any 
one man. Accordingly a committee, consisting of the Acting 
President (ex officio), Professor Ferguson, Professor Babbitt, 
and Mr. Carlton, was appointed to care for its publication, and the 
committee is responsible for this number. Nobody can be more 
sensible of its imperfections than the committee itself; neverthe-
less, we hope that the more important facts touching the progress 
and welfare of the College have not been wholly neglected. 
• 
HOW CAN THE TIME SPENT IN PREPARATORY 
STUDIES BE ECONOMIZED? 
' It is not an unusual assertion among those who consider them-
lves practical men, that a college course is a waste of valuable 
time. The success of many of our great Captains of Industry is 
attributed to the fact that they were never hampered with any 
studies preparatory to their work. They were climbing the early 
steps in the steep path to fame, handling groceries or sweeping 
offices, at a time when college men, their equals in age, and other-
wise equals in advantages, were still studying mere books, and 
they thus obtained a handicap which the others, whatever their 
ability, could never hope to make up. 
This form of criticism, which simply displays the- critic's 
ignorance of the value of education, is obviously unworthy of 
consideration. There is, however, it must be admitted, some 
ground for complaint in the length of fime which is devoted to 
preparatory studies. With most young men the course at the 
preparatory school is not finished until the age of eighteen or 
nineteen, the college course takes four years, and the professional 
or scientific school three or four years more, so that those who go 
through all are twenty-six or twenty-seven years of age before 
they begin to practise their profession or enter upon their chosen 
occupation. It may freely be admitted that this is too late. Most 
men have reached their bodily maturity by twenty-five, and it 
would seem reasonable that they should be allowed to begin their 
independent activity as soon as the body is fitted for it. The pre-
paratory life, it is true, is as real and as important as the life that 
follows, as a vigorous and intelligent manhood depends upon the 
proper use of childhood and adolescence ; but if it be made too 
long there must inevitably be a waste of energy from the lack of 
the proper differentiation of the functions of the respective periods 
of life. Youth is the period of life best fitted for acquisition; man-
hood is as evidently fitted for action and practice. The task for 
the educators of a country must be to find the just mean, that will 
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not give youth the work of manhood, or keep fully matured men 
in the occupations appropriate for adolescence. 
If we admit that the preparatory work is too long, the next 
step will naturally be to ascertain who is to blame for it. To this 
question we have many answers. The colleges, as a · rule, accuse 
the schools, the schools complain about the entrance :t;equirements 
of the colleges, and the professional schools find fault with both; 
and nearly, if not all, the complaints are justifiable. The remedies 
proposed are as many as the complainants. Many distinguished 
educators affirm that much time is wasted in the preparatory 
school by bad arrangement of the studies and low standards of 
energy and application, and maintain that all the work required 
for college should properly be completed by boys of fifteen. 
Others, equally distinguished, urge that the most serious loss of 
time comes in the years spent in what is generally known as the 
" college course," and that, to save this waste, it is desirable to 
shorten that course, or even to omit it altogether. Others still, 
more appreciative of the undergraduate life at colleges and uni-
versities, recommend that much of the work commonly done in the 
professional schools should be done in the colleges; while still 
others would have the opportunities of specialization so extended 
in the colleges that the professional and graduate schools should 
cease to be necessary at all. 
The whole question is too extended for a single article in the 
BuLLETIN, but it may be possible to suggest, briefly, a few con-
siderations that seem to show that economy of time and effort 
might be obtained by a more thorough correlation of the work of 
the school and the college. The opposition to any shortening of the 
courses in either place comes from two sources : from those who 
seriously believe that all the time now spent is necessary, and from 
those who dislike any suggested change merely because it is a 
change and an innovation. To the objections of the first of these 
classes serious attention should be paid, but it should be remem-
bered that the general opinion is that, if compression or condensa-
tion is impossible, the courses of study need to be shortened by 
omission; the objections of the second class do not deserve such 
serious consideration. There is no sanctity in the. traditional four 
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years that are now consumed in either the school or the college 
curriculums. American colleges have retained them with their 
unmeaning names not from any inherent necessity, but mainly 
because four years were required in the days of our grandfathers; 
and the high schools have imitated them, although the old New 
England aca.demies used to prepare in three years. No one would 
claim that either tradition or precedent should stand in the way 
of reduction if shorter periods are found to be desirable and pos-
sible. There is no such unreasonable despotism as that of con-
servatism for the sake of conservatism, and it may be freely ad-
mitted that any and all educational traditions, customs, or prac-
tices that date from the eighteenth century are required to prove 
their right to exist. The presumption is rightly and justly against 
the unchanged and the unprogressive. 
Recognizing that four years is a long period in a man's active 
life, many colleges, and, as our readers are well aware, Trinity 
among the number, have arranged the courses of study required 
for graduation in such a way as to make it possible for a man, by 
attention to work and by steadiness of application, to complete 
his course in three years instead of four. Experience has demon-
strated that this may be done without imposing any improper bur-
den upon the student, or depriving him of necessary and proper 
recreation. To men who are anxious to economize time and 
money, the possibility of shortening their college course will be 
most welcome, as it will enable them to reduce their expenses by 
twenty-five per c~:;nt., and to save a clear year. Nor is it necessary 
that such students should sacrifice the associations and amuse-
ments that give college life its traditional charm. The study re-
quired will not exclude such a student from college athletics, 
though if it should excite in his mind and that of others a sus-
picion that doing well at work may be of as great immediate im-
portance as doing well at play, it need not be condemned on that 
account. It is obvious, however, that such a student cannot afford 
to waste his time, and, to succeed, will require both a good pre-
paration for college, and a degree of earnestness in his work that 
is rarely attained by the majority of undergraduates. The ear-
nestness is a matter of individual character, but the preparation 
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for college depends very largely upon the advantages received, 
so that when we inquire how we are to obtain a greater number 
of men to take the three years' course, it is obvious that the surest 
way to succeed will be by securing these advantages in the pre-
liminary training to a greater number of earnest boys. 
No one who has had any experience in college "York has not 
complained of the extreme inadequacy of the preparation of many 
boys who enter college. Few Freshmen can express themselves 
in grammatical English with any degree of freedom, and an 
alarming number are not even able to spell correctly. This last 
is most amazing. One would suppose that correctness in spell-
ing might by this time have come to be considered as one of the 
common decencies of life, the possession of which is no particular 
credit, but the lack of which is utterly impossible in civilized 
society. Even in the best preparatory schools there is much to be 
desired. The multiplicity of interesg, which schools were origi-
nally supposed to exclude, have crept within their walls. Schools 
have their clubs, their Greek letter fraternities, their athletic 
contests, their leagues for this and their leagues for that, 
their dances and their picnics, until the leisure of mind and 
the abstraction from the world that were once considered their 
distinguishing characteristics have disappeared, and the boys 
no longer acquire that interest in their studies that used to be 
the special charm of the school. Even- in the boarding schools, 
though they are saved one set of distractions, others creep in, 
and one main trouble of secondary education at the present 
day is that the boys have so much to do that they have no time 
to study. But when the schools are blamed for their super-
ficiality, the headmasters reply promptly that the fault is not theirs, 
but the blame should be laid upon the College requirements, which 
have been so increased and diversified of late years that the 
masters have more than they can do to get the boys ready. In 
many of our larger schools, from which the boys go to different 
colleges, the work is rendered extremely complicated by the fact 
that the Harvard requirements differ from those of Yale, both 
from those of Princeton, and all from those demanded by the 
Middle States and Maryland joint board of examiners. The ri-
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valry of competing institutions is responsible for this unnecessary 
burden thrown upon the schools, which serves, as we have seen, 
as an excuse whenever defects in school training are mentioned. 
Worse, however, than the college requirements, are the entrance 
examinations upon which several of our eastern colleges and uni-
versities insist. With all the modern mitigation of holding these 
ordeals at the schools, these examinations lead to a tremendous 
and utterly useless waste of time and energy. They are useless, 
first, because they are unnecessary, and second, because with all 
their severity they fail to exclude the inefficiently prepared student 
from college. A .skillful crammer, such as men whom all can 
name in Cambridge or New Haven, who is familiar with the 
idiosyncrasies of the examiners, and the character of the exami-
nations, can in a few weeks prepare the most unpromising schol-
ars to pass them, if not with honor or credit, yet with that happy 
mediocrity that will defy the sharpest inquisitor. Besides being 
worthless, these examinations are egregiously unfair, as they do 
not take into account any of the great variety of psychological 
conditions to be found in every class-room. To one boy an ex-
amination acts as a stimulus, toning up his mind and quickening 
his powers. To another, the very sight of a "blue book" or a 
bunch of foolscap is enough to drive away all his power of con-
centration of thought and to paralyze all the nerves that control 
his memory. Examinations are most important in school and 
college for their mental discipline and as supplementary to other 
work, but as tests of knowledge or attainment they are so uncer-
tain as to be of little value. This point may be illustrated by a 
case that occurred in a Connecticut college not many years ago. 
There was a certain young man who contracted "examination 
fever" whenever he was obliged to face the ordeal. Never 
through all his college course .did he pass at the first trial. On 
one occasion, when he was driven almost to desperation, he came 
to one of the professors to make an appointment and confessed 
his utter incompetence. The professor encouraged him, and be-
gan in a friendly way asking him questions about his work, to 
which the young man replied intelligently. The conversation 
continued for some time, and when at the end, the student in-
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quired when he should take his examination, he was told, " 
have been having it and have passed it very well." Had he ,_.n,~\111~ ­
he was being examined he would undoubtedly have failed, al-
though his knowledge of the subject was accurate enough and 
definite enough to be used with ease so long as his mind was un-
' burdened with anxiety and fear. 
The most serious evil of the entrance examinations is in their 
inevitable injury to the quality of the work in the schools. It 
is asserted that they are necessary to keep the schools up to the 
proper standard of scholarship, but their practical result is often 
the destruction of true scholarship, and the substitution of cram-
ming and coaching with the one object of passing the college 
examinations in place of the thorough and scientific teaching 
that the schools should give. If the entrance examinations could 
be done away with, and some relation with the schools be estab-
lished, by which their pupils could pass into college without cere-
mony,- whether by admi~sion on certificate or by any other 
rational plan,- it would save several months' time in the pre-
paratory schools, and the boys coming from them would be more 
apt to know the subjects they present, and to know them thor-
oughly. 
Such a relation between the colleges and the schools would 
insure the greatest of all reforms in saving time and energy. It 
would necessarily lead to the proper division and coordination of 
labor in the schools and the colleges. At present much work is 
being duplicated, being done in both school and college. The 
school has especial advantages in teaching the rudimentary studies 
in which the memory plays a large part. The school boy can 
learn by heart with comparatively little effort many things that 
later he cannot acquire without greatly increased difficulty and 
toil. The operations of arithmetic, the primary processes and 
formulre of algebra, the accidence of the Greek and Latin lan-
guages, the forms, the pronunciation, and a sufficient vocabulary 
of the modern languages, are all acquired with much greater ease 
by a child than by an adult. Such work is indicated by nature 
herself as the special school work. Familiarity with these, and 
accuracy in their application, are much more useful to the boy 
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than any amount of hours spent upon CIVICS or economics or 
philosophy, or any studies which, in the pedagogic slang, are said 
to give "power." It may also be said that the schools do not 
begin early enough with the languages. A boy of ten can learn 
the forms of a language, ancient or modern, much more easily 
than one of sixteen, while if the pronunciation of a spoken 
tongue is not mastered in childhood, it is acquired in later years 
only with much pain and grief. If the schools would do 
work of this description, and be contented with it, the colleges 
could attend to their legitimate business. When, on the other 
hand, the English professor has to correct bad spelling, and the 
instructor in physics or chemistry has to expound the theory of 
decimals or the rule of three, when the Latin and Greek men have 
to instil respect for the grammar instead of for the meaning of 
their author, much good time and energy are certainly wasted. 
If the other school work for which these are neglected were 
effectively taught some excuse might be made for these deficien-
cies, but, according to almost universal testimony, the work of the 
schools in physics or chemistry, in economics and civics, and even 
in history, is so inadequately done that it generally has to be 
done over again by the student who pursues those studies in 
college. 
The proper work of a college is investigation and reflection, -
investigation, not so much with the object of discovery of new 
truth as to accustom the student to the method, and to teach him 
the use of both material and intellectual apparatus ; - reflection, 
so that the information acquired may be digested and become 
part of his very nature. 
The college student should be enabled to store his mind with 
the best literature of the ancient and modern languages, but how 
is this possible if he cannot inflect A.vw or decline musa, or 
spell correctly an English word of six letters? He should fill his 
mind with the great stories of the world's progress in the ages, 
but he cannot do so if he has never learned the value of accurate 
information or accurate statements. He should be able to enjoy 
the acquisition of new power in the higher mathematics, but if he 
cannot add and subtract correctly, or solve equations of the 
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second degree in algebra, no skill of his instructor will ever lift 
him out of the slough of despond in which he sinks whenever 
the name of mathematics is mentioned. 
To some extent the college should be made a place for some 
degree of !'pecialization towards the profession or occupatioa 
the student intends to pursue; this ~!so will be impossible unless 
the general rudiments that underlie all education have been fur-
nished by the preparatory schools. The professional schools and 
graduate courses are rightly purely special and technical, and they 
naturally rely upon the college to supply the general culture that 
they are not able to give, but it is obvious that a student of the 
physical and mathematical sciences will be nat1.1rally drawn to 
introductory courses in the college; that the future lawyer will 
pursue to some extent historical and philosophical studies; the 
future physician and surgeon will feel himself drawn to the 
natural sciences. It is reported of a distinguished professional 
man who graduated from a college where the elective system is 
carried the farthest that, while he did. not select his profession 
until after his graduation, he found that by following his taste in 
college he had from the first chosen the very courses that he 
would have taken had he selected them distinctly with reference 
to it. 
It is this possibility of adapting the studies to the individual 
taste that is the charm and the value of the elective system, 
not, however, to be abused by too narrow and special selection. 
There is little chance for what may be called culture studies 
in the subsequent life, and a great mistake is made if the college 
forgets its proper function and attempts to afford a substitute 
for the professional school. It is for this reason that the prac-
tice followed in some of our larger universities of allowing 
strictly professional studies to count for the college degree and 
for a later degree at the same time is to be deplored. It undoubt-
edly saves time, but it saves it at too great a sacrifice. Ideally 
the school should prepare for the college by supplying the neces-
sary elements of knowledge, the tools with which the student 
must work and without which he can make no progress. The 
college should supply the mental discipline that will enable the 
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graduate to specialize to advantage, as well as the general educa-
tion desirable for all men whatever their later vocation in life 
may be. When the school teaches college subjects, and the col-
lege professional subjects, efficiency is sacrificed by their attempt-
ing what they are not best adapted for, and time is lost by the 
almost inevitable duplication. 
There are other considerations, however, that have to be taken 
into account. There are many boys in the schools who are not 
intending to enter college, as there are many young men in college 
who will not be able to go to a professional school, or to pursue 
graduate studies. Thei'r cases have to be met. In the schools, 
a distinct separation of the preparatory classes from those which 
are final is perhaps the easiest, though possibly not an entirely 
satisfactory solution. In our colleges the difficulty may be over-
come by the intelligent use of the elective system. It will cer-
tainly narrow a young man's education to apply himself entirely 
to studies looking towards the ministry, or the law, or medicine, 
or the various forms of engineering, but if he has only four years 
in all to devote to study he cannot be blamed if he tries to make 
his studies of immediate practical value, even at the expense of 
breadth. That this should be necessary is, however, a melancholy 
evidence of bad relation between the school and college work. 
Shorten the time required to prepare for college, condense by 
good preparation and earnest application the college course, and 
the professional course or the graduate courses will become pos-
sible, and the student who now narrows his education by undue 
specialization in college will be able in the same time and by the 
expenditure of the same energy to have the college course and 
the graduate work as well. If this is not made possible, the days 
of the college, as distinct from the preparatory school, are num-
bered. We shall see our schools develop into gymnasia, from 
which students will pass at once to professional and technical 
studies, and the college education with its breadth of view, with 
its richness of training, and its general culture, . will. disappear. 
If its other uses shall have been surrendered, it will not be worth 
while to preserve it simply for the sake of the college athletics, 
or to furnish a sanitarium to which young men who are fit for 
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nothing else may be committed for four years. But if it has to be 
given up, with it will disappear much that is rich and broad and 
elevating. General culture will become, what it has never yet been 
in this country, the special class distinction of those only who have 
leisure enough, or, what is the same thing, money enough, to 
devote themselves to studies not immediately remunerative, and 
the American ideal ·of an educated democracy with equal op-
portunities for the poor and rich will also pass away. No one is 
willing to admit that this is desirable, and we may therefore hope 
and believe that in some way or other the common sense of the 
American people will find a method of economizing preparatory 
work by wiser arrangements and greater energy, and that the 
college, which has been the country's one characteristic contribu-
tion to education, may remain in the future, as it has been in the 
past, an. integral part of the American educational system. 
H. F. 
ADMISSION TO COLLEGE BY CERTIFICATE. 
Some of the Alumni may have heard that several of the col-
leges in New England have recently combined to limit somewhat 
more strictly the list of schools from which certificates will be 
accepted for admission. The question of joining this board was, 
of course, discussed at the meetings of the Trinity Faculty and, 
for the time being, was decided in the negative. The reasons for 
this action were twofold : First, since the board limits its activity 
to New England, few of our students would come under its juris-
diction, since so few of our students are admitted on certificate 
from New England schools, and secondly, some members of the 
Faculty were doubtful in regard to the ultimate success of the 
work of the board. But the question of joining it is still open, 
and with increasing numbers in the college one objection will 
disappear. Hence it may not be amiss to review briefly, and 
somewhat superficially, some of the history of the system of 
admission to college by certificate. 
The system of admission to college by certificate from the 
preparatory schools came into being soon after 1870. The object 
of this innovation, in spite of all that has been said about " a closer 
affiliation between the college and the preparatory school," was 
really to do away with the strain of entrance examinations and 
thus, by removing one large bramble from the thorny path that 
leads to the higher education, to make it easier for the student to 
go to college. Needless to say the plan has succeeded even be-
yond expectation. 
A student properly prepared to pursue college work has noth-
ing to fear from the examinations for admission. He may take 
them part at one time, and part at another, so that the actual 
mental strain is reduced to a minimum; indeed, many boys are 
interested only in the question of how soon they can finish. In 
fact, they often " race " on their examinations, and we personally 
know of two young men who finished an entrance paper set for an 
hour, one of them in nine minutes and the other in eleven. This 
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was at Harvard, where examinations are supposed to be the most 
difficult, and both these men received honors! Moreover, cases 
are often known in which students who might have been ad-
mitted on certificate have voluntarily chosen to take the examina-
tions. 
In many instances these examinations are far easier than those 
the candidate has previously passed in his preparatory school-
if his school was a good one. · And here lies the point of the 
whole matter; there is no need for the college to re-examine a 
pupil who has been thoroughly tested by his preparatory school 
This theory, unimpeachably correct in principle and thoroughly 
productive of good if properly administered, has in actual prac-
tice become so atrophied by the morbid growths that have sprung 
from it and fed upon it that ·even a microscopic examination would 
reveal but faint traces of ossification of the original. theory. The 
value of the system depends on the method of its administration. 
The original wording of the statement concerning certification in 
most college catalogues was to the effect that graduates of schools 
which have courses of study approved by the college as covering 
the requirements for admission, would be admitted without exam-
ination. 
Three things are to be noted here: First, that the person must 
hold a certificate of graduation from the school ; secondly, tha\ the 
certificate must cover all the requirements for admission; and 
thirdly, that the school must be approved by the college. Of 
course the weak point in this system is the last, and if approval 
by the college is granted in any lax manner, ·the system is inef-
fective. Obviously a college faculty has neither the time nor the 
data to grant approval to schools with thorough discrimination, 
and where this system is in effective operation, as in some of the 
Western states (e. g., Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin), it demands 
an inspector of schools, who must be a man without fear and 
above reproach, else charges of prejudice and favoritism are 
bound to arise. In many cases, however, the colleges did not 
insist on the original terms of the certificate system, but, in their 
desire to increase the number of their students, were content to 
accept partial certificates and even certificates of pupils who had 
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not been regularly graduated from the preparatory school. Some 
colleges even went so far as to accept certificates in a part of a 
subject (e. g., in one book of C::esar or two books of Homer). 
In this way the certifying school practically escaped responsibility, 
and cases are known in which the principal of a school has allowed 
his personal regard for a pupil, or a pupil's family, to obscure for 
the moment his more critical estimate of the pupil's scholastic 
attainments. 
The colleges also were sometimes lax in regard to the schools 
they placed on their list, and a school once approved was seldom 
or never dropped, so that the system of admitting to college by 
certificate, as compared with admission by examination, fell into 
distinct disfavor. Some colleges, with a feeling apparently that 
a man by eating a piece or two of a pie might be justified in taking 
a friend's word in regard to the character of the remaining pastry 
in that particular lot without consuming it all himself, insist 
upon what we might call sample examinations, and if those are 
satisfactory accept certificates for the rest,* but this is really 
admission by examination. 
The question of admission to college by certificate was dis-
cussed at the meetings of the Commission of Colleges in New 
England on Entrance Examinations, and from the discussion in 
that body came the formation of the New England Entrance Cer-
tificate Board, which was organized on May 16, 1902. The col-
leges belonging to it are: Amherst College, Boston University, 
Bowdoin College, Brown University, Dartmouth College, Mount 
Holyoke College, Smith College, Tufts College, Wellesley College, 
and Wesleyan University. 
The colleges in New England which do not as yet belong to it 
are, besides Harvard and Yale, which do not admit on certificate 
at all: Colby College, the University of Maine, Middlebury Col-
lege, the University of Vermont, Trinity College, and Williams 
College. 
The purpose and the plan of action of this board may best be 
shown by some extracts of its rules and by-laws: 
*For the details see Report of U . S. Commission of Education, I<J02, pp. 527. 
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BY-LAWS. 
I. The name of this board shall be the " New England College 
trance Certificate Bca~d." This board is established for the purpose 
receiving, examining, and acting upon all applications of schools that 
for the privilege of certification. 
II. Each college belonging to the board shall be entitled 
gate, whose term of service shall be three years. 
VIII. A majority of the members of the board shall 
quorum for the transaction of business, but no school shall be appro 
except by the affirmative vote of two-thirds, and no school shall be drop 
except by the affirmative vote of a majority of the board. 
IX. Any college in New England that admits students by certifi 
shall be eligible to membership in the board on accepting in full the ru 
of the board, and may be admitted by a majority vote of the facult" 
therein represented. 
RULES. 
IV. No school shall be placed upon the approved list unless it can p 
pare for college according to some one of the recognized plans of ente · 
the colleges represented on this board. 
V. No school will be approved unless it has shown by the record 
its students already admitted to college its ability to give thorough prepa 
tion for college, or unless it can satisfactorily meet such tests as the bo 
may establish to determine its efficiency. 
VI. The board shall have the power of withdrawing approval f 
a school, and from such a school certificates shall not afterward be accep 
until it shall have again been approved by the board. 
VII. Certificates coming from any school approved by the board 
covering all the requirements for admission made by any college rep 
sented in the board shall be valid at such college, and certificates that 
not so cover the entire requirements shall be treated by each college 
cording to the rules which that college establishes for such certifica 
No certificate from a school not approved by this board shall be valid 
admission at any cooperating college unless the school lies outside of 
jurisdiction of the board. 
VIII. A general report of the work of pupils from approved sch 
for at least one-third of their first year in college shall be made to 
board, and such other reports as the board may require, and all compla· 
of insufficient preparation shall be made to the board with specificatio 
as to subjects and individuals, but such complaints shall not inter£ 
with reports to the schools about students entering from them. 
IX. The list of approved schools shall be revised every three y 
and approval shall be withdrawn from schools that within that time ba 
sent no student to any of the colleges represented in the board. 
X. The list of approved schools shall be published in the catalog 
of the colleges, or in such other way as the colleges shall deem best. 
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Whether the work of this board will be successful or not will 
depend almost entirely on the manner in which these rules are 
carried out, but one great objection is still the possibility of the 
acceptance of partial certificates, and the grave danger that, in the 
present competition for students, some college may be too lax in 
its interpretation of Rule VII. 
On the other hand, the strength of the board depends in great 
measure on the willingness of the colleges to cooperate with it. 
What one college alone might be timid about doing, for fear of 
antagonizing certain schools, the board, representing a majority 
of the colleges, might do without hesitation, and it might seem to 
be the duty of all the colleges (including Trinity) to give the 
board their moral support. 
There are two ways of looking at the requirements for admis-
sion. The first regards a specified amount of preparatory study 
in certain subjects as an integral part of the requirements for the 
Bachelor's degree, and takes account of the actual amount of this 
work in recommending candidates for that degree. This method 
...._a survival from the time when practically all the subjects 
offered for admission were continued in the college course- is 
now in force in all the colleges whose catalogues we have exam-
ined. Yet, with the increasing number of subjects which may be 
offered for admission, and the freedom of election in the college 
course, we are well aware that this method in most colleges pre-
sents some serious inequalities and even injustices. To illustrate 
by only a single example: Of two students equally poorly pre-
pared in a certain subject, one comes from a school whose certifi-
cate is accepted for admission and the other does not. The sub-
ject is one of the large number which the student is not obliged to 
continue in college, and in this case neither of the two students 
intends to continue it. The noncertificated student tries the ex-
amination and fails; the other is accepted on his certificate, and, 
since he does not continue the subject in college, there is no way 
of testing the worth of his certification, and he is allowed to 
count the subject, while the other student cannot. 
Yet, after all, from another point of view, the sole purpose of 
any requirement for admission to college is to make sure that 
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the student shall have sufficient maturity and previous training 
to profit from instruction as given in the college, and so to save 
him from wasting his time in the attempt to pursue studies which 
are far beyond him. Hence, by the second and perhaps broader 
way, we practically say to the student: "Here are certain courses 
of study offered by the college. If you can prove your fitness to 
profit by a reasonable number of them, you are welcome to attend 
them, and when you have satisfactorily completed a definite num-
ber, you may receive, if you wish, the temporary distinction of 
the Bachelor's degree. You may prove your fitness to profit by 
college work either by presenting a diploma from some good 
school or by passing examinations in such subjects as shall indi-
cate a previous equivalent training. The better your previous 
training, the more profitable to you will be your college course, 
but if you can once prove your ability to profit by college work, 
you may go on your way rejoicing, unhampered by any millston 
of entrance conditions about your neck." 
Utopian as this may sound, it is probably the next step in th 
system of admission to college. With the wide diversity in the 
subjects which may be offered for admission it is next to impossi 
ble to insist that any subject offered for admission shall be con-
tinued in college. The only test of a student's previous training 
is the manner in which he attacks his college work, and if he doe 
this well, may we not assume that his preparation, whether accom-
plished through direct academic channels or by means of the 
solidification of knowledge that comes from a year or two spent 
in business or in teaching, has been adequate? 
We do not intend for a moment to suggest that the standard 
of the requirements for admission to college should be lowered. 
Far from it; and in practical working, either system, for som 
time to come, would probably amount to about the same thing, 
but in the administration of concrete details there is much in th 
point of view from which the administration is conducted. 
The system of admission to college by certificate has probably 
come to stay. It is actually employed in all colleges, although in 
a few it is limited to admission to the higher classes or to the pro-
fessional schools, and to candidates coming from other colleges. 
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e advantage of this limitation lies in the fact that the so-called 
lieges are less numerous than the schools, so that it is possible 
ore easily to keep some record of them; and their catalogues, if 
'ed in the fire, might not yield quite so large a percentage of 
ross. Still, many of our best schools are far superior to our 
rest colleges, and the distinction which is now made between 
em is in many cases largely artificial. Probably the time is not 
r distant when the diploma of any regularly incorporated pre-
ratory school or public high school will admit the holder to 
liege and, needless to say, the effect on the standards of such 
ools would be highly beneficial. Just as now it is a matter of 
ride with the smaller colleges that their graduates shall stand 
ell in the universities and professional schools where they are 
itted (as they are) on certificate of graduation merely, so it 
ould become a matter of pride with the secondary schools that 
'r graduates should stand well in college. 
In the meantime there can be no doubt that the New England 
liege Entrance Certificate Bo~rd is a step in the right direction. 
ow it will work in actual practice is for the future to decide, but 
efforts will be watched by the Faculty of Trinity College with 
F. C. B. 
AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES AND THE DUC DE LOU-
BAT'S GIFT TO THE COLLEGE. 
American archaeology is a science that does not receive the 
general interest and attention that it deserves. There may be 
good reasons for this neglect. The subject has been injured bY. 
its early explorers, who strove to reach decided results on inade-
quate evidence, and who have pushed their favorite hypotheses 
to extremes. The early evidence upon which investigators have 
had to work has been, moreover, hopelessly bad. The early dis-
coverers of America and the early historians were most unscientific 
observers and most credulous narrators. Kings and emperors 
and palaces were before their eyes whenever they met an Indian 
chieftain or a . building more substantial than a wigwam. The 
marvelous descriptions of Manoa, which no man ever saw or 
ever will see, are hardly more mythical than the descriptions of 
Mexico which they did see. 
Yet Mexico remains and still enshrines many evidences of its 
former occupants, from which, more accurately perhaps than 
.from the enthusiastic reports of the Conquisadores, the modern 
archaeologist may learn to reconstruct a picture of the vanished 
aboriginal civilization. Much work of most excellent and endur-
ing character has been done by the careful scholars of the Smith-
sonian Institution in the fields of Indian ethnology and archaeol-
ogy, and both in this country and in Europe there is a passing 
interest in the study of the ancient civilization of Mexico and 
Central America. 
The problems presented by the ruined cities of Central 
America and Yucatan have long tantalized American antiqua-
rians and archaeologists. Strange temples there are filled with 
stranger images of grotesque divinities, rich with sculptured altars, 
and brilliantly painted walls covered with hieroglyphic writing, 
which as yet defies the decipherer. Surrounded by the deep 
tropical forest, these ancient cities have remained untenanted 
since the day of the Spanish invader, if not for long centuries 
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fore, and as yet no modern scholar has read their record or 
told their history. They are still waiting for their chance solu-
tion, although unfortunately there is little chance for the dis-
very of a new Rosetta stone to throw light upon the darkness 
of our ignorance. There is no American language that holds the 
lace of the Greek as the key to the problem. The only way to 
ecipher the strange records is to puzzle over them as over some 
strange rebus, trying first one arrangement and · then another, 
guessing at this and assuming that, until some day one after 
another of our many unknown quantities shall suddenly become 
known, and the solution of the problem shall become obvious. 
Ridicule has been cast upon the attempts of some of the early 
and enthusiastic Americanists who thought that they had found 
a key. One scholar at least went so far as to publish an edition 
of one of the most celebrated of the manuscripts, with an inter-
linear translation, but was compelled to confess in a later edition 
that he had begun at the end of the codex instead of the beginning, 
and had read the lines from right to left instead of from left to 
right. Yet it is only by this constant experimenting that success 
can be reached. It is only a few years ago that the knowledge 
of the cuneiform inscriptions of Babylonia was in no better con-
dition, and Sayee and Oppert and Schrader quarteled with one 
another over passages which they all translated differently. To-
day Assyriology is as definite and fixed as classical philology, and 
we are learning of actual libraries which have been discovered, 
and which before long will be in the hands of scholars and 
amateurs. 
Besides tl)e inscriptions painted on the walls or carved upon 
the altars of these ancient cities, several books written or painted 
on a paper made from the leaves of the century plant were pre-
served by the early discoverers and sent to Europe. Until re-
cently it was only in the libraries of the Vatican or those of 
Spanish collections that these could be examined. The result 
naturally was that the progress was slow, and the difficulties in 
pursuing any investigation from these originals were extremely 
great. Of recent years, however, the munificent patriotism of 
our fellow-citizen, the Due de Loubat, has put it in the power 
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of scholars to work from facsimiles of the originals. Recogniz-
ing that for the investigation of the ancient culture of the Mexican 
and Central American peoples their pictorial writings are of pri-
mary importance the Due de Loubat has for a number of years 
had faithful representations made of the fragments of a large and 
comprehensive literature, which has by a happy fortune been res-
cued from destruction. He has utilized the modern photographic 
processes which make such reproductions possible, and with a 
princely liberality has distributed these to the principal libraries 
of Europe and America. American students have now the op-
portunity to study at first hand the remarkable and i:nost interest-
ing antiquities of their own continent, and, thanks to the Due de 
Loubat, may have placed before them on a single library table 
the material which till now has been scattered over Europe from 
Dresden to Madrid. It is to be hoped that with these facilities 
American scholars will be roused to contribute to the scientific 
investigation of their own antiquities. They are most favorably 
situated, and possess advantages that should put them ahead of 
their European competitors. The splendid collection of casts at 
Chicago, the growing collections in New York and Washington, 
give them trustworthy materials near at hand, and should they 
desire to see the original sculptures themselves it is but an easy 
trip of a few days to Mexico or to Yucatan. 
The forests there still invite the explorer as in the days of 
Humboldt and of Stephens. We need some school of American 
archaeologists to undertake scientific explorations in the Isthmus, 
where they would be sure to reap a rich harvest. There is a 
great danger if this is not done that the carelessness of the natives 
or the untrained zeal of amateur investigators will allow much 
that might now be preserved to be lost. 
Since, thanks to the kindness of the Due de Loubat, we are so 
happy as to possess these beautiful reproductions, may we not hope 
that some Trinity student may be inspired with this interest and 
devote his energies to this much-neglected field? There are not 
many fields of investigation that are not already preempted if not 
actually occupied. It would seem an unusual opportunity for 
some Trinity scholar to " stake out a claim " at least in Ameri-
can archaeology. 
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The following are the volumes thus far received from the 
1c de Lou bat: 
r. The Tonalamatl of the Aubin collection. An old Mexican 
icture manuscript in the Paris National Library. Published at 
e expense of his Excellency the Duke of Loubat. . With intro-
ction and explanatory text by Dr. Eduard Seier. Berlin and 
ndon, 1900-I901. Oblong 4° . 
The Tonalamatl was the Alpha and Omega of Mexican and 
tral American priestly lore. Though sometimes called a 
Ritual Calendar," Dr. Seier says the word Tonalamatl really 
ans "Book of Fate," or " Book of Good and Bad [ i. e., Lucky 
d Unlucky] Days." It indicates as many days as the Mexicans, 
Ollowing their peculiar custom of day naming, were able specially 
distinguish by ciphers and signs. Besides these ciphers and 
'gns, certain deities or series of deities, with their symbols, were 
anged in a definite order according as they were thought to 
fluence certain days or periods. Such, for instance, are the 
Nine Lords of the Night Hours," "The Four Times Five 
ardians of the Venus Periods," "The Deities of the Four 
rdinal Points," " The Gods of the Six Quarters," etc. This 
endar did not serve as a measure of time, not being suited to 
ch a purpose, inasmuch as it was not based upon astronomical 
servations. But the twenty signs which formed its basis were 
en from definite natural objects; hence they at once awak-
ed definite conceptions, and indirectly introduced other concep-
. ns familiar to Central American peoples. These latter at-
'buted definite properties to numbers, or associated well-defined 
tions with them, and the calendric system of the Tonalamatl 
evitably became a powerful instrument in the hands of the 
thsayers, giving support to their forecasts on the result of any 
rse to be taken on a given day, on the destiny of a child born on 
ch or such a day, etc. 
The Tonalamatl covered a period which was determined by 
combination of the numerals r to 13 in continuous series, with 
enty signs indicating as many days, and consequently it com-
·sed a total of 20 x 13, or 26o days. 
The manuscript in the Aubin collection is a unique specimen of 
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this Mexican astrological lore, and for some of the 
treated in it there are interpretations dating from a time 
native tradition regarding it had not yet entirely died out. 
careful study of the Tonalamatl, and a search for the coJrresoc>nd• 
ing figures in the other pictorial manuscripts now extant, 
made it possible to determine accurately the meaning of a 
number of the figures in these manuscripts for which no 
interpretations were known. These interpretations have in 
turn served as starting points for a further investigation of 
portions of the manuscripts. 
2. Codex Vaticanus No. 3773· An old Mexican 
manuscript in the Vatican library. Published at the expense 
his Excellency the J?uke of Loubat. Elucidated by Dr. J..:.ouu .. , _ 
Seier. Berlin and London, 1902-I903. 2 vols. 1. 4° . 
3· Codex Vatican us No. 3773· Eine altmexikansiche B 
schrift der Vatikanischen Bibliothek. H erausgegeben auf ... '""''"".._ 
Seiner Excellenz des H erzogs von Loubat. Erlautert von 
Eduard Seier. Berlin, I902. 1. 4 °. 
Numbers two and three are the English and German 
of Dr. Seier's explanation·of the Codex Vaticanus No. 3773, 
of the most interesting and most complete of the old M 
books. The facsimile of the original was published in I8¢, 
was the first in the Duke of Loubat's series of 
Unfortunately the library does not possess the facsimile, but 
ample commentary will serve nearly all the purposes of 
student. 
Codex Fejevary-Mayer. Manuscrit Mexican 
des Free Public Museums de Liverpool. Publie en cnlron1op•n()i• 
tographie par le Due de Lou bat. Paris, I90I. Small 4 °. 
Codex Fejervary-Mayer. An old Mexican picture 
script in the Liverpool Free Public Museum. Published at 
expense of his Excellency the Duke of Loubat. 
Dr. Eduard Seier. Berlin and London, I90I-I902. 
This fine manscript was one whose interpretation gave 
fessor Seier his most difficult tasks, and presented a 
ing number of problems that baffled solution. He says: " 
several of the representations in this manuscript I was unable 
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o more than determine the actual constituents, that is to say, the 
umber, the kind, and the character of the figures. But for a 
hole series of others I believe I have succeeded in revealing 
e deeper significance and the special meaning of the representa-
'ons." As the first attempt, however, at a complete commentary 
n one of the most important Central American documents deal-
g with astronomy and astrology, it must ever hold a high place 
the esteem of scholars. 
The original manuscript is formed by four strips of parch-
ent made of a kind of deerskin, and pasted together makes a 
trip of twenty-two folded sheets. Both sides are covered with 
a thin coating of an extremely adhesive paste, on which the paint-
ings are executed in the usual manner, viz.: the outlines in deep 
black thin lines, the spaces filled in with colors. Both sides of the 
strip differ as regards contents. One side deals with figures 
which from other manuscripts are known as the Guardians of 
the Night, and with nocturnal eerie things. The other, Pro-
fessor Seier designates as the Day ?ide. But his final conclusion 
is that it would be more correct " to call the one the Priests' 
Manual, and the other the Wizards' Manual, or designate the 
first as Quetzalcouatl's book, the second as Tezcatlipoca's. For 
Quetzalcouatl must be regarded as symbolic for the Tonalamatl, 
and all connected therewith, and likewise for the Venus periods, 
since Quetzalcouatl was the reputed inventor of the Tonalamatl, 
and was supposed to be one with the morning star. Quetzal-
couatl and Tezcatlipoca, those were the two contrasting principles 
which dominated the lore and the philosophy of the ancient priests 
on all sides." While the Fejervary-Mayer codex does not contain 
the Tonalamatl itself a knowledge of it seeems to be presup-
posed at every step,- it was obviously assumed to be known. 
The original home of these manuscripts, Dr. Seier thinks, must 
be sought for somewhere in the district of Tehuacan, Cozcatlan, 
and Teotitlan del Camino. This region was inhabited by Aztec-
speaking people, and it lay on the trade route which led to the 
coast, and to the Maya-peopled district of Tobasco. Some of the 
wall paintings of Mitla look as if copied from the Codex Borgia. 
Dr. Seier closes his study of this remarkable manuscript with the 
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question, "vVho knows whether it may not have been 
migrating from this region who in the Maya lands gave the 
pulse to that cultural development whose prominent 
we now gaze upon with astonishment in the numerous 
cities of that region? " 
The student will find in the college library ample 
introductory to the study of the Loubat facsimiles. The •vu'u""-
ing books will be found especially helpful. Only a few titles 
given, since admirable and complete bibliographical guides to 
literature of the subject may be found in both Bancroft 
Winsor: 
Bancroft, H. H. Native Races of the Pacific States. 5 vols. 1886. 
Holden, E. S. Studies in Central American Picture Writing. 
Ethnology Report, 1879-So.) 
Icazbalceta, J. G. Collecion de documents para Ia historia 
Mexico, 1858. 
Mayer, B. Observations on Mexican History and Arch<eology, 
special notice of Zapotec remains. (Smithsonian In st. 
tions to Knowledge. Vol. 9. 1856.) 
Norman, B. M. Rambles in Yucatan, including a visit to the rPnn,.rbhldl 
ruins of Chi-Chen, Kabah, Zayi, Uxmal, etc. N. Y., 1843. 
Stephens, John L. Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, arul 
Yucatan. 2 vols. N. Y., 1842. 
Thomas, Cyrus. Notes on certain Maya and Mexican Manuscripts. (Bu-
reau of Ethnology Reports, 1881-2.) 
Thomas, Cyrus. A Study of the Manuscript Troana; with introduction bJ 
D. G. Brinton. 1882. (Contributions to North American Eth-
nology, vol. s.) 
Thomas, Cyrus. Aids to the Study of the Maya Codices. (Bureau 
Ethnology Reports, 1884-5.) 
Thomas, Cyrus. Day Symbols of the Maya Year. (Bureau of EthnologJ 
Report, 1894-5.) 
Winsor,]. (Editor) . Narrative and Critical History of America, vol. 1. 
THE FORERUNNER OF TRINITY COLLEGE. 
Probably not all of the Alumni are aware of the very close 
historical relation which exists between Trinity College and the 
Episcopal Academy at Cheshire, - in fact, the academy at Che-
shire came very near being Trinity College. In this connection 
we may quote a few paragraphs from Dr. B. C. Steiner's "History 
of Education in Connecticut " ( 1893), pp. 237-8 : 
"As the Episcopalians grew stronger and Yale became more rigid in 
"its religious position through the influence of President Clap, those who 
"wished to send their sons to a place where they might be instructed by 
"Episcopalians found King's (now Columbia) College in New York so 
'· convenient that none other was needed. 
"After the Revolution and the consecration of Samuel Seabury as 
"Bishop of Connecticut by the Scottish bishops, there was an effort to 
"establish an institution 'of learning in Connecticut which should be under 
" Episcopalian auspices. 
"In 1788 the first steps were taken, and at the convention held in 1792 
'·at East Haddam a committee was appointed 'to prepare and report to 
·' 'the next convention a plan of incorporation for the promotion of relig-
" 'ious and charitable purposes.' This seems to have been the germ of a 
"resolution of the convention two years later, appointing a committee 'to 
"'prepare an address to the members of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
"'in this state, pointing out the importance of establishing an Episcopal 
"'academy in this state, and to provide subscription papers for the pur-
"' pose of obtaining monies to effect such an establishment.' The academy 
"was established accordingly and located in Cheshire. It was familiarly 
"known as ' Seabury College'; but when chartered in r8or its legal name 
"became simply 'The Episcopal Academy of Connecticut.' It was never a 
"college, nor had it power to confer degrees, but fitted many young men 
"for college or for entrance on theological studies. 
"The fact that it was not a college was irksome to some, and in r8o4 
"the annual convention 
"' Resolved, That this convention recommend to the board of trustees 
"'of the Episcopal Academy that they apply to the General Assembly at 
"'this next session for a charter empowering them to give degrees in the 
·''arts, divinity, and law, and to enjoy all other privileges usually granted 
" ' to colleges.' 
"This failed, and in r8ro it was again resolved to petition the General 
"Assembly to make the academy a college 'by the name and style of the 
"'Episcopal College of Connecticut, with all the powers, privileges, and 
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"'immunities of a college.' The petition was drawn up and sent to the 
"General Assembly. It disclaimed any desire of injuring Yale and said: 
"'Episcopalians, as a body of Christians, are in point of numbers 
"'respectable; as supporters of legitimate government and friends to good 
"'order they yield to none. About thirty colleges have been established 
"'in different parts of the United States by Presbyterians, Baptists, Lu-
" 'therans, Methodists, and Roman Catholics, all of which have received 
"'the sanction of the legislatures of the states in which they have been 
"'founded. But not a single college now exists in any part of the Union 
"'which is under the government and instruction of Episcopalians.' 
"There seems a slight slip of memory here, for William and Mary and 
" Columbia are entirely forgotten. However, the request was granted by 
"the lower house, but denied by the council. In the next year the attempt 
"was repeated, but failed as before, the council or upper house being 
"unanimously against it. . . . 
"After the heat and bitterness of the battle had died away a trifle and 
" the Theological Seminary had returned to New York, the Connecticut 
. "Episcopalians set to work again at their long-cherished project for a 
"college." 
Thus it happens that the school is one in which all Trinity 
men have a peculiar interest. It has a noble list of graduates, 
conspicuqus in the life of the country, many of whom came to us 
for their further training. 
Within the past year the school has been completely reorgan-
ized under a new board of trustees, who have leased the property 
from the old corporation. A large sum of money has been ex-
pended in renewing and refitting the buildings, and in beautifying 
the grounds. The plant is now modern in every respect. 
Mr. Roland J. Mulford, the new Head Master, is a graduate 
of Harvard and has had experience in school work at Southboro, 
Pomfret, and Baltimore. 
We note the names of two Trinity men in the list of instructors. 
THE TRUSTEES. 
The stated meeting of the Board of Trustees was held at the 
College on October JISt. There was a large attendance and con-
siderable routine business was transacted. A piece of relatively 
unproductive real estate on Trinity Street was sold to the Orient 
Insurance Company, who will erect a large business block. 
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The President is spending his year of leave in Europe. He 
d Mrs. Smith sailed last August for Hamburg, and have since 
en been slowly moving to the southward. After a few days in 
amburg they went to Berlin, where they spent several weeks, 
d where the President devoted himself to refreshing his earlier 
owledge of German. Dresden was the next stopping place, 
d then Munich, where they remained several weeks. The 
resident preached several times with great acceptability in the 
erican Church, the incumbent of which is the Rev. John 
cCracken, '82, a well-known graduate of the College, and for a 
ort time an instructor. From Munich the President crossed 
to Italy over the Breuner, and passed the autumn in northern 
d central Italy, reaching Rome before Christmas. Here, we 
gret to learn, Mrs. Smith has been seriously ill; the last ad vices, 
owever, are happily reassuring and report her as on the way to 
overy of her health. 
The President writes of himself as in excellent health. He 
as, during his absence, written two letters to the Hartford 
ourant in regard to the impressions of his voyage and his life 
Germany, with interesting comments on affairs abroad as com-
red with those in the United States, and shrewd observations 
hich have been highly valued by the Courant and its many 
eaders. The President's letters are full of interest in regard to 
e College and all the happenings there, and he alludes to his 
tended return to Hartford in the spring. He and Mrs. Smith 
·ill receive a warm welcome from their many friends. 
The Encyclopedia Americana contains articles by Professor 
uther on Astrophotography and on Acoustics, and articles by 
r. Carlton on The Anglo-Saxon Language and Literature, on 
!fred the Great, and on some English authors. 
Acting President Luther has expressed his views on football, 
response to a request from the Philadelphia Press. We quote 
e following : 
THE QUESTIONS AT ISSUE. 
In view of the importance of this question the Press has secured at 
t hand the opinions of the leading presidents of colleges in the United 
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States on the subject at issue. Those who took part in the 
discussed the following questions: 
Has the interest centering in football reached a normal level so far 
its influence on general college life is concerned? 
Is this effect on college life in the main beneficial or harmful? 
In your opinion, have the hippodrome features, the excitement u~•v•<o..­
after, and during the great games, the betting, and the celebrating of vic-
tories, been eliminated in such a degree as to cease to be demoralizing to 
the undergraduate body? 
What should be the development in the matter of the relation of col-
lege discipline and public athletics in which undergraduates are the maiD 
participants? 
To the Editor of the Press: 
Sir : - We have no reason to suppose that public interest in footbaD 
has reached a maximum. Personally I have more than once, during 
last fifteen years, thought that I detected signs of flagging interest. I was 
mistaken. 
I think that football is vastly more beneficial than harmful in its effects 
upon college life, but I do not think that the excitement incident to im-
portant games, the betting, the celebration of victories, the hysterical grief 
following defeat, have been sufficiently eliminated. 
In my opinion the authorities of the schools and colleges should unite 
in an effort to do away with gate money. So long as football is distinctly 
a money-making enterprise the playing of the game will be practically a 
profession. I think it is not well that it should be so. Further, the au-
thorities should exercise a supervision over paid coaches, probably by recog· 
nizing them as members of the corps of instructors, and paying them from 
the funds available for other salaries. 
I admire that in the character of our youth which makes them anxious 
to play their games well, and there are many good reasons why they should 
be taught their games by competent instructors. But the young men who 
are to be taught are in many cases not the best judges of the suitability 
of applicants for the responsible and influential position of " coach." 
Trinity College. 
Yours truly, 
F . S. LUTHER, 
Acting President. 
Professor Johnson's new book 1s already on the press. It 
bears the following title: Forms of Verse; A Text-Book of 
Poetry for Use in Schools and Colleges: by Charles F. Johnson, 
L.H.D., Professor of English Literature in Trinity College, Hart· 
ford; author of " Elements of Criticism," " Outline History of 
English Literature," etc. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Amer· 
ican Book Company. Needless to say its appearance is awaited 
with great interest. 
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The Journal of the A ·mer£can Chemical Society last summer 
two articles by Professor Riggs in collaboration with 
E. S. Merriam, the H. E. Russell Fellow, entitled respec-
: The Effect of Combined Carbon in Iron on the Tin Test 
The Preparation of Oxygen from Potassi~m Permanganate. 
article will appear immediately in the same journal en-
Action of Sulphuric Acid on Potassium Permanganate. 
Three lectures by Professor W. R. Martin on Oriental sub-
are announced in a course of public lectures at the Hartford 
leOllOgJICal Seminary. Professor Martin also gives a course in 
for the Seminary. 
A lecture on The Sea Serpent and Its Ancestors was given 
the Biological Seminar on January 12th by Professor 
After reference to the occurrence of the great sea ser-
in ancient writings and mythology, lantern views were 
of the animal as there pictured and later described by Hans 
and Bishop Pontoppidan. A resume of some thirty-three 
instances of the appearance of the monster was followed 
views of various fish, reptiles, and cetaceans which might have 
seen and misinterpreted for the creature. The different 
reptiles like the Plesiosaurus, from which group, according 
the belief of some, the sea serpent may have survived, were 
o one can doubt that many large and strange animals have 
seen in the sea. Among the ancients a lack of exact knowl-
of zoology and a ready substitution therefor of figments of 
imagination led to the creation of sea monsters. In the dra-
which devour maidens and the great fish or whales which 
men, mythology sees clouds which arise from the sea. 
conquering heroes Perseus, Hercules, Apollo, and St. George 
the sun which dissolves the clouds. 
In the Middle Ages, when men began to explore the world, it 
customary to find in the sea the counterparts of the more 
land inhabitants. With travelers exaggeration was a 
in recounting their wonderful adventures with strange crea-
3 
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tures and horrible monsters. The sea beyond that known to 
explorers was the special abode of these monsters. Then as now 
the ocean without bounds, its waves tossing in fantastic forms 
with atmospheric effects which easily lead to deception, may well 
be the birthplace · of mythical "serpents." In the majority of 
cases some large animal has been observed. 
The great sea serpent may be in some vast cavern of the 
ocean, but there have been many exploring expeditions to all 
parts of the sea and to none of these has this strange creature 
shown itself. In each species which perpetuates itself there must 
of necessity be many individuals and yet never a carcass, or 
vertebra, or any vestige of a sea serpent has floated to the shores 
where competent naturalists are waiting and watching for every 
trace of the unknown. 
The collection of holothurians made last summer in Alaskan 
waters by the U. S. Str. "Albatross" has been sent to Professor 
Edwards for investigation. There are some new and very in-
teresting deep-sea species, one of which is most beautifully col-
ored. The report will be published by the Bureau of Fisheries 
in Washington. 
Professor Hopkins spent summer before last in writing 
another novel, and of the many reviews of his book we quote the 
following from the Hartford Tt:mes of November 18, 1903, as 
being in some ways perhaps one of the most judicial, and at the 
same time sympathetic, estimates of the book: 
A UNIVERSITY NOVEL. 
THE TORCH. · By Herbert M. Hopkins. The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
Indianapolis. 
Mr. Hopkins, as many readers know, is Professor of Latin at Trinity 
College, and also the author of one strong novel, "The Fighting Bishop: 
which has been praised and abused in such vigorous fashion that no dou 
remains of its power of making an impression on its readers. The hos-
tility to it has nothing to do with the vigor and impressiveness of the 
work It comes chiefly from those who believe that a bishop must not be 
shown as of like passions with other men, and partly from those who m · 
tain that a real bishop was the model of the bishop in the story and ass 
that he is somehow belittled by a picture which shows faults as well 
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All this hardly requires an answer. If any is to be made it is that 
good man has ever been injured by a sympathetic picture which does 
justice to his great qualities while declining to admit that he is more 
human. 
The present story is like the earlier one in that it is painted on a large 
There are even more characters than in that, and at first there is 
little difficulty in carrying them all in mind as the story unfolds, chiefly 
some of them appear first in a rather incidental way. It is also 
it in that the story gains strength as it proceeds. By the time the 
has the characters well fixed in his mind he is absorbed in the really 
•lllllrk~thlf' study of university life and the conflicts that arise in it under 
conditions described. And these conditions are not unusual in the state 
•live,~il'ies of the West, while at least one important factor, the influence 
a rich, ignorant woman, who takes a fancy to give money and assumes 
because she does so she may dictate about courses of instruction and 
appointment or dismissal of members of the faculty has had a con-
•licUous illustration in real life within a few years, farther west than the 
of the story is laid. But it is not the only one. 
The real center of the story is the development and downfall of Presi-
Babington. At the opening of the book we see him coming as the 
president of the University of Argos. His election is due chiefly to the 
of Professor Plow, who had been his classmate in college, where 
two had formed the battery of the nine. Plow teaches political economy 
is a vigorous intellectual and moral force, rather rough and careless 
outward appearance, and used to regard Babington as a great man. 
is really a shallow, conceited, handsome, plausible poser, one 
those men who strike twelve early in life and never keep up to the mark 
But this has to be learned about him from his course as presi-
and the analysis which shows him as he is is the foundation of this 
We see him first easily gaining the good will of those he meets, 
and members of the faculty and outside friends of the university. 
we see him snubbing the elderly, simple, and admirable professor 
had been thought to have a natural right to the presidency when a 
occurs, and doing this in a way perfectly characteristic of the kind 
man we find later that he is. We see him ignoring the faculty, bidding 
the favor of the students, playing the sycophant to the rich woman 
mentioned, almost detected in more than one disingenuous scheme 
save popularity at the cost of duty and honor- yet all the time we see 
he can retain his popularity among those who do not know these cir-
and see how the few sound judges of men come to a just ap-
of him. We see him making love to Mrs. Van Sant, who is also 
by Professor Plow and by Professor Lee, who had known her as a 
before she became the second wife of Mr. Van Sant, and in a few 
a widow. The triple love story has a bearing on a good deal that 
but it is only indirectly related to the final break between Bah-
Plow, which comes primarily from Babington's determination 
the professors like children who must not do what he does not 
By the time this point is reached we know him for the pompous 
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These scraps give more of the story than we had intended to tell, bat 
not enough to diminish in any way the curiosity of the reader. The sc 
is crowded with figures which have real relation to the action and m 
for the development of the story. It is all written from an intimate know 
edge of college life and the possibilities it presents where, as in this stat 
university, the president has been given practically absolute power of a 
pointment and removal, and belongs to any one of several types, of whidl 
this Babington is one. As for the old woman who gives money and de-
mands control in return, she is very well drawn, and the demoralizatio 
she works in the university is not one whit exaggerated. 
It is also to be noted that a feature of this story is the comprehensiv 
ness of the picture of university life. It is primarily a tale of the debasem 
wrought by a base head of the institution, but it involves studies of 
members of the faculty and of the students which, taken together, makt 
more illuminating picture of all the elements of life in a university t 
we remember to have seen before. It is the university as a whole t 
is the subject of the book, and no element in it can be said to be slight 
It need hardly be added that work on this scale is difficult almost in p 
portion to the varieties of type to be represented, and that it takes a stro 
hand to deal successfully with the task, the more when, as in this case, th 
is involved also the politics of the state as related to the control of 
university, and the manner in which Professor Plow, discharged by B 
ington, becomes the governor and is able to control the university. 
manner in which he addresses himself to this task will commend itself 
all readers. It is the part of an honest and able man who has acted oa 
principle from the beginning and ends as he began, doing his duty as be 
sees it. 
The book is more than a novel in the sense that it is a study of an · 
portant phase of university life, but it is primarily a novel after all, beca 
it is the story of a striking passage in a few Jives, so told as to give the f 
dramatic value to the development of the situation. The rest is accessory, 
as it should be. No particular event, probably, is taken from life, but 
genuine flavor of academic life in the conditions proposed is unmistakab 
and gives an air of verity to the book. 
It is a strong story, but no one can judge it fairly who does not n 
the vigor of its development and set the force of the ending against t 
trifling delay 111 getting the characters clearly before the reader 
outset. 
It seems that Professor Hopkins has been accused of drawing cert · 
characters from real life in his writing of "The Torch." In reply to th 
attacks, he has sent the following statement to the editor of 01tt West, 
magazine published· in Los Angeles: "I wished to write a book whi 
should mirror faithfully and dispassionately typical conditions in Ameri 
universities. I wished to point out the danger resulting from the materiaJ.i 
istiG spirit of the age, a spirit which shows itself in the universities in 
passion for big things that appeal to the eye- great buildings, large clas 
spectacular football games, and so forth. Again, the status of the univ 
sity teacher, I felt, was more unsatisfactory in America than in any ot 
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t civilized country. The Stanford situation was the inspiration of the 
ry, but I felt certain that President Jordan's character and achievements 
ere so well known that no one could suppose I had him in mind. It is 
lly true that Mrs. Tupper does not stand for Mrs. Stanford, nor for 
benefactress, but is a creation of my own. The same is true of the 
er characters, so far as it is possible for an author to invent. I venture 
assert that my professors are typical of their profession, and I ask you 
believe that the book was written in all sincerity, without the slightest 
ire to injure anyone. The dramatic possibilities of the Stanford situa-
n were so superior from the novelist's point of view that I chose it, 
ping that the limits of my indebtedness to it would be generally recog-
ed. An author's right to make use of historical events, the participants 
which are still living, for the purpose of fiction, is a question of which 
uch can be said pro and con. My own contention is that the right de-
ds upon the author's purpose. If it is distinctly ethical and impersonal, 
believe he is justified." 
At the meeting of the American Philosophical Association in 
· ceton during the Christmas recess Professor Urban read a 
per on The Relation of Appreciation to Scientific Descriptions 
f Values. He also lectured before the Saturday Morning Club 
Hartford. 
The Psychological Laboratory, made possible by a recent 
·on of the Board of Trustees, is gradually becoming a reality 
its quarters in the Natural History Building. Much of the 
paratus has been ordered abroad, made to order, in fact, by 
rman makers, and has consequently been slow in arriving. 
otwithstanding these delays, the laboratory will be ready for 
onstration purposes during the coming term, and fully 
uipped for the advanced work next year. 
The equipment includes all the necessary apparatus for investi-
tion of the different sense regions, for the study of spatial and 
poral perception, memory, and association and reaction times. 
t includes a Cymograph especially adapted for psychological 
ork, which can be run both electrically and by clockwork, regis-
tion apparatus, and the apparatus necessary 'for the exact time 
easurement of mental processes. The time apparatus includes 
contact pendulum (Zimmermann), metronome ( Kronicke), 
d electrically-driven tuning forks, 100 and sao vibrations 
Koenig). 
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The laboratory will be furnished with a dark room and 
have power of high and low potential furnished by a system 
lamp batteries. 
When the equipment at present purchased is installed it 
be sufficient for the ordinary general laboratory course in Experi-
mental Psychology for a small class and for research work in 
certain limited directions. It has seemed wise as well as neces-
sary to limit the scope of the work for the present. 
can take place logically and normally by the gradual addition 
the more elaborate apparatus designed for the investigation 
more specialized problems. 
In Science for July 24th appeared an interesting article 
Professor Genthe, entitled "The Seminar Method in Natural 
Sciences, especially in Zoology." The professor tabulates 
methods of the " Seminar " under nine heads and the 
advantages under four heads. His conclusion is that: 
The seminar obliges the student to work up a subject, making miJII>c•• ~• 
thoroughly familiar with it, and then to present it in a way which, while 
it is not original 'research, certainly means an individual representation. 
and, as such, is an important step towards independent work. 
SPECIAL PREACHERS. 
Of the four special preachers appointed for the current year, 
three, the Bishop of the diocese, the Rev . . Dr. Hart, '66, and 
the Rev. J. C. Davis, '97, have been with us and have been listened 
to by large and appreciative congregations. On the Sundays 
accentuated by their visits the college body has assembled for 
supper in the old Commons, and, later~ have attended pleasant 
gatherings in the Library. 
Bishop Brewster preached an eloqu~nt sermon on " A Chris-
tian View of Life," his text being from Philippians i: 21, "For to 
me to live is Christ." In part the Bishop spoke as follows: 
For us all there is an interest in the question of what it may mean to 
Jive. Life is in more than one aspect mysterious. From the human stand-
point life is something to be learned only by living. There are, 
certain signs or evidences of genuine life. Such a sign of life is growth. 
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soon as a Jiving thing stops growing, it has really begun to die. A man 
y be no longer young in years, and yet have that perpetual youth which 
continual progress. Along with physical decline there may be a<l-
in intellect and soul. Better than all talents is this talent of growth. 
is the very blossoming of the truest vitality, this eager readiness of 
nee to enterprises of pith and moment. It has doubtless been your 
· 'lege to see examples of this unconquerable vitality of the human spirit 
amidst the dilapidation of its earthly tenement. 
Youth has its signal glory in its supreme possibilities of growth. This 
why the world regards the young with such unfailing interest, because 
the promise and potentiality of its opening career. The old man too 
en totters off the scene, the embodiment of acquiescence, compromise, 
'tation, and failure. The young man, until he, too, has been tried and 
nd wanting, raises the incarnation of the great expectations, the mag-
nt hopes, of humanity. 
All life worthy the name maintains and manifests, even through illu-
' disapp6intments, defeats, this principle of growth and advance. 
Genuine life, worthy the name, must have issue in sacrifice, giving up, 
nder, not merely negative self-restraint, but the positive merging of 
in the richness of a larger life, the glad sacrifice for a supreme pur-
in so far like Him who, for the joy that was set before Him, endured 
cross, despising all the rest. It is simply a Jaw of life- he that loseth 
life shall save it-or, as Wordsworth has it, 
"Life is energy of love, 
Divine or human." 
It interests me to know that one of our own poets, a young churchman, 
in the city of Hartford, has recently put the contrast between a life of 
contemplation and a life of service to men in the following verses, 
'tied: 
BEING AND LIVING. 
Mine the shadowy woodway dim; 
Here, in tune with the summer peace, 
Stainless I walk, my joy at the brim; 
Thrilled by each moment's mysteries, 
My heart poured out, my life a hymn, 
Faring to God and His sweet surcease. 
Mine the dusty highway, friend ! 
Crowded with men who fight for place, 
Sweating and lame. Where I must lend, 
Just as I think to win the race, 
A hand to my brother; nor look for an end, 
Glad for a moment's wind in my face. 
At the afternoon chapel service the Bishop also gave a short 
dress. 
Dr. Hart preached from Luke i: 76: "And thou, child, shalt 
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be called the prophet of the highest: for thou shalt go before the 
face of the Lord to prepare his ways." 
He spoke of St. John Baptist as one of the great men of his-
tory, who stood as mediato~s between the old and the new, them-
selves belonging to that which is passing away, but calling others 
into that which is ushering iri new life under new conditions and 
for new issues. A like prophetic work and duty there has always 
been since the world began, and there still is in the Christian 
Church. A way is to be made ready for the Christ to come again, 
and men must go before Him to herald His return. That blessed 
coming, which is to be the goal of humanity's progress, the ma-
turity of the Church's life, the crowning of each faithful man's 
efforts, is hastened by all that is true and good, devou.t and holy; 
and the most blessed thing for each of us, next to the welcoming 
of that return, is the waiting and making ready for it. The Lord 
calls some to act the herald's part by bidding them undertake the 
work of the ministry, and giving them an urgent charge and a 
clearly defined commission. But the work of the daily life of 
each Christian man does not differ in kind from that which laid a 
burden, even in his youth, upon the shoulders of the Lord's fore-
runner. Anyone who stands in a crisis of human history or 
human life or human experience, and is willing to mediate between 
the old and the new, has found his duty, his honor, and, already 
even, his reward. Thus many true-hearted men have done in this 
place, who have made others' duties here and now easier and more 
fruitful than they could else have been. For such service we may 
well be content to pray and toil, to suffer and wait. 
Dr. Hart delivered a short address at the afternoon service, 
which was largely attended. 
Mr. Davis took for his text St. Matthew, xvi :15, "But whom 
say ye that I am?" He dwelt upon the individualism of the 
modern era, saying that each individual had to answer for himself 
the question as to Christ's place in his religious faith; that the 
church cannot compel him to believe a certain way, but can help 
him. The sermon was very eloquently delivered. Mr. Davis 
delivered a short address at the afternoon service, at which was 
given an organ recital by Mr. Priest, organist of Christ Church. 
PUBLIC LECTURES. 
PUBLIC LECTURES. 
The first of the series of public lectures was delivered No-
zoth by the brilliant young Irish poet and dramatist, 
Butler Yeats, upon " The Heroic Literature of Ireland." 
Yeats introduced his audience to a realm of thought abso-
new and fresh for the majority of them. \i\Tith graceful 
and a contagious enthusiasm, he led his hearers back to 
heroic days of Cuchulain of Murthemme and the warlike ad-
of the great Finn MacCoul, revealing to them the won-
charm of the Celtic poetic spirit, with its deep sympathy 
nature, its love for bird and beast, and, above all, its vivid 
j;i&ULdLtull of the unseen. The passages read as illustrative of the 
Cycles were from Lady Gregory's brilliant translation of 
· and from an unpublished version of the later poems, 
were rendered with a simplicity and a pathos that charmed 
hearers and led them, for the time at least, to see with his 
feel with his heart, and "believe with his belief." The audi-
was large and sympathetic, including, as well as the College 
· , many representatives of the newly-formed Gaelic 
of Hartford. 
A notice of Mr. Yeats appeared in the Hartford Courant of 
17th, unsigned- but the writer will easily be recog-
by all readers of the BuLLETIN- from which we quote: 
He was born in Dublin in r865, the son of the artist, J. B. Yeats. He 
his education at the Godolphin School, Hammersmith, and at the 
Smith School, Dublin. For three years he studied art, but then 
for literature. A resident of London, he has found the inspiration of 
work in his study of the language and early native literature of 
in which he has sought to excite interest by his active participation 
founding and his furthering of the Irish Literary Society, the National 
Society of Dublin, and the Irish National Theater Society. 
Uniting with high culture and original poetic gift an enthusiasm and 
eloquence characteristically Irish, he has been heard with great pleasure 
Oxford, Trinity College, Dublin, and the National University of Wales, 
well as in the great cities of the United Kingdom. He comes to this 
upon the invitation of the Irish Literary Society of New York, 
whose auspices he will lecture in that city. He has received invita-
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tions to address them from a number of universities and colleges, wh 
what has recently been done in the study of the Celtic languages and 
literature is known and appreciated, and the endeavor of Mr. Yeats ant 
his associates to unite all Irishmen in a common enthusiasm for the litera 
ture and spirit of their heroic period finds hearty approval. 
The next lecture in the course will be given on Friday, Feb-
ruary 26th, at the usual place and time- Alumni Hall at 8.1) 
P. M.- by Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn, LL.D., of Colum-
bia University, to be followed on March 4th by a lecture by Pro-
fessor Thomas Day Seymour of Yale University, President oft 
American Institute of Archaeology. The Rev. Dr. Ed\\"a 
Everett Hale has consented to lecture to us, as he has done in past 
years, but has been prevented from carrying out his plan, much 
to our disappointment, by his appointment as Chaplain of t 
United States Senate, which necessitates his presence in Wash-
ington. 
LECTURE BY A WESLEY AN PROFESSOR. 
Wednesday afternoon, January 13th, Professor W. P. Bradley 
of Wesleyan U niversity delighted a large audience of studen 
and professors by an experimental lecture upon Liquid Air. After 
a most interesting account of the method of manufacturing the 
liquid, which exists at a temperature of nearly 400 degrees below 
zero Fahrenheit, the professor gave some account of the Wes--
leyan liquid air plant, and then proceeded to a variety of in-
structive and entertaining experiments with the liquid itself 
Among them may be mentioned the freezing of mercury and of 
alcohol; running an engine with the gaseous air given off by the 
boiling liquid; making sheet iron, by the intense cold, more brittk' 
than ~lass ; exploding cotton saturated in the liquid oxygen whic 
remains when the liquid nitrogen has boiled away, and the lique-
faction of gaseous air by the cold of air already liquefied. 
The College owes Professor Bradley a debt of gratitude. We 
beg to assure him that we appreciate the courtesy which inspired 
him to give us the benefit of a special study in which his own 
college is eminent. 
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The catalogue for 1903-4 appeared soon after the Christmas 
It was edited by a committee of the Faculty consist-
of Acting President Luther (ex oflicio), Professor Babbitt, 
Mr. Carlton. The Alumni will observe that the catalogue, 
with the other College publications, now forms a number 
the BuLLETIN, and that application has been made to enter it 
second-class matter under the act of July 16, 1894, which was 
expressly to cover such publications. By this means the 
II!U'"ll'IIJLL<O<:: hopes to effect a considerable pecuniary saving for the 
The catalogue shows no radical changes from that of last year. 
list of the Fa<;ulty shows fifteen active members in addition 
Dr. Smith (on leave of absence) and Dr. Pynchon (Emeritus). 
new members are Assistant Professors Kleene (Economics) 
Yardley (English), whose appointments were chronicled in 
BuLLETIN of April-June, 1903. Dr. Genthe, who has served 
instructor in Natural History for the past two years, has been 
assistant professor in that department. The Faculty has 
increased also by the addition of the Librarian, who, in ac-
.nrt1::anrP with the vote of the Trustees at their October meeting, 
hereafter be regularly a member of the Faculty. The num-
of instructors has been increased by the appointment of Mr. 
D. Flynn, '97, as instructor in Mathematics. It will be remem-
that he had charge of that department in 1900-1, d~tring 
.,mf••oot\r Luther's year abroad, and his appointment this year 
possible tl1e course in civil engineering, to say nothing of 
fact that Professor Luther's duties as Acting President make 
demand on his time. 
The number of students is slightly in excess of that of last 
Among them are three graduate students, one of whom is 
-...u''""' abroad and the other two are at Trinity. 
The requirements for admission remain the same, but an at-
bas been made in some departments (English, History, 
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Physics, and Chemistry) to make the statement of requirements 
somewhat more definite and specific for the intending candidate. 
In the schemes of study, Spanish has been given a place with 
French and German as satisfying the requirements for the degr 
of B.S. 
New courses offered, in addition to those in Civil Engineering 
(see page 50), are : In Experimental Psychology ; in Tariff Hi 
tory and Labor Problems ; in Aeschylus (for graduates) and 
Roman Satire (for graduates) ; in Anglo-Saxon, and in Inorganic 
Chemical Preparations. Also Drawing r, formerly a one-hour 
course required of candidates for the degree of B.S., has 
made a three-hour elective for all students. This has been rna 
necessary by the course in Civil Engineering. 
The remainder of the catalogue shows practically no change, 
but it may be noted that the name of the winner of the F. A. 
Brown prize, which was established last year, appears for the 
first time. Altogether the catalogue will serve to indicate to the 
Alumni that the College is making progress- not by any fan· 
tastic leaps and bounds, but in a steady, rational manner. 
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Between June and December, 1903, there were added to the 
rary 812 volumes and 238 pamphlets, exclusive of periodicals. 
these, 363 volumes were purchased at a cost of $657.31, the 
verage price per volume being $1.81. Most of them were work-
books needed by the various departments, and call for no 
ial comment. The gift of $50 from Mr. Edmund Sanford 
k, '65, for chemical books, has been used to good advantage, 
d many needed works have already been secured with it. 
udge Buffington's second contribution of $25 has this year been 
sed for general library purchases, one of them being a much-
eeded complete modern edition of Macaulay's works. For the 
odern language department there has recently been acquired a 
e set in forty-one volumes of the " Oeuvres Completes " of C. 
A Sainte-Beuve, handsomely bound in half-crimson morocco. 
It was bought at auction for $25.63. From the income of the 
Samuel Hart Fund a set of the Cornell Studies in Classical 
Philology (14 vols.) has been obtained. For Professor Martin's 
department the Harvard Oriental Series has been added, and 
there has been ordered a complete set of the " Zeitschrift der 
deutschen morgenlaendischen Gesellschaft," the most important 
European journal devoted to Oriental studies. 
The gifts to the library during the second half of . 1903 num-
bered 449 volumes, 238 pamphlets. The following Alumni and 
officers of the college presented 156 volumes: Mr. James J. 
Goodwin of Hartford; the Rev. S. F. Hotchkin, '56; Dr. J. 
Ewing Mears, '58; the Rev. Edward Goodridge, '6o; the Rev. 
Samuel Hart, '66; the Rev. Henry Ferguson, '68; the Rev. H. E. 
Cotton, '74; Hon. Joseph Buffington, '75; Sydney G. Fisher, '79; 
Dr. V. C. Pedersen, '91 ; George D. Hartley, '93; Charles G. 
Woodward, '98; Professors Martin, Babbitt, Kleene, and Honey. 
Dr. Mears' gift included twenty volumes of medical works to 
which he had contributed articles ; and the books sent by the Rev. 
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H. E. Cotton embraced editions of the earlier English 
of which practical use was at once made. 
A set of the" Iational Cyclopaedia of Am rican B1nrrr"nnv·, 
(I I vols.) was subscribed for and presented by the 
Alumni of New York: Edward M. Scudder, '77; L. 
Carter, '93; Alexander T. Mason, '8I ; H. Skelton Carter, 
Harmon S. Graves, '92; Robert Thorne, '85; Russell 
'73; William S. Cogswell, '6I ; D. Maitland Armstrong, '58; 
Brainard Bulkeley, '90; A. S. Murray, Jr., '7I; Frederick 
Wilcox, '8o; W. D. McCrackan, '85; and Robert Walker 
'62, one of the editors of the work. 
Mr. Hartley's gift includes a number 
books, and among them are: 
L Johannes Nider. Prreceptorium legis, seu expos1tlo 
gentina [i. e., Strassburg], 1483. Folio. 
The author was a celebrated Dominican monk, born at Isny, in W 
berg, between 138o-9o, and died at Niirnberg, August 13, 1448. At 
council of Basel he was one of the most distinguished theologians in at-
tendance, and he was especially commissioned by it to go among the Hus-
sites in Bohemia and endeavor to prevent the spread of the heretical 
trines of John Huss. The above work, an exposition of the Ten Com-
mandments, is the one by which he is best known. 
2. Lucian. I Dilettevoli Dialogi, le vere narrationi, le facete espistole 
di Luciano Philosopho, di Greco in volgare tradotte per M. 
Nicolo da Lonigo, et historiate, & di nuovo accuratamente reviste 
& emendate. [Venice.] MDXXIX. 
A fine copy, with engraved title-page and thirty-one curious little wood-
cuts scattered through the text. 
J. Girolamo Britonio. I Cantici, et I Ragionamenti; et Quelli del 
Pontefice, in Favore della Santissima Romana Chiesa. Venice, 
1550. 
The author flourished between 1530 and 1550, and wrote poetry in 
Latin and in Italian. The above is an excellent copy of one of his longer 
Italian poems. Editions of his works seem to be little known to the bibliog-
raphers. The volume makes a rare and desirable addition to our early 
Italian literature. 
4· Discorso intorno alle cose della Guerra, con una Oratione della 
Pace. Nell' Academia Venetiana, MDLVIII. 4•. 
The two pieces contained in this little volume were brought together by 
Antonio Girardi, of the Academy of Venice, from whose "pretioso thesoro 
delle opere in tutte le scienze, & arti," he says he has been permitted to draw 
them. In a four-page preface he dedicates them to Alfonso da Este, Prince 
of Ferrara. It is the Oration on Peace that gives the book its especial in-
terest, for the author was none other than the famous Cardinal Reginald 
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who so roused Henry the Eighth's wrath by opposition to the King's 
proceedings. The Oratione della Pace was addressed to the Em-
Charles V., and was first printed at Rome, without date, in rsss. 
•CCCliT<lltng to Brunet the other tract in this volume was translated from the 
by Pietro Flamingo. Indeed, very little seems to be known about 
piece. The Oration on Peace is not mentioned in James Gairdner's 
on Pole in the "Dictionary of National Biography," and a hasty 
l:lwtun;Hi<>n of the two volumes devoted to the Cardinal in Hook's "Lives 
the Archbishops" shows no reference to it there. 
s. Thomas Godwin (rs87-I643.) Romana Historice Anthologia Recog-
nita et Aucta. An English Exposition of the Romane Antiqui-
ties, wherein many Romane and English offices are paralld, and 
diuers Ob cure Phrases explained. For the Use of Abingdon 
Schoole. Oxford, 1638. 4°. 
The first edition of this work, which enjoyed a considerable reputation 
the seventeenth century, was published at Oxford, in r6r4. 
6. Thomas Godwin (r587-r643). Moses and Aaron. Civil and Eccle-
siastical Rites, Used by the ancient Hebrewes; observed and at 
large opened, for the clearing of many obscure Texts thorowout 
the whole Scripture. 6th edition. London, r64r. 4°. 
This work was first published in r625 and reached a 12th edition in r68s. 
was in great demand as a text-book, and attracted the attention of such 
European scholars as Hottinger and Witzius. 
7. The Alcoran of Mahomet. Translated out of Arabick into French 
by the Sieur du Ryer, Lord of Malezair, and Resident for the 
French King, at Alexandria. And Newly Englished, for the 
satisfaction of all that desire to look into the Turkish Vanities. 
. . . With a Needful Caveat, or Admonition, for them who 
desire to know what Use may be made of, or if there be danger 
in Reading the A leo ran. London, r688. go. 
8. Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. A Romaunt. By Lord Byron. Lon-
don. Printed for John Murray. r8r2. 4° Pages vi [vii-viii], 
226. 
This is the first edition of Byron's famous poem. It was the publication 
this volume that caused the poet to make the well-known remark that he 
one morning to find himself famous," and led him to abandon his 
lllllclding political ambitions. It contains only the first two cantos of the 
These were so disparagingly thought of by Byron that they would 
probability have never appeared in print had it not been for the 
urging of his friend Dallas. The manuscript was offered to Murray, 
gave £6oo for the copyright. Byron handed this sum over to Dallas, 
that he would never take money for his poems,- a resolution, 
is needless to say, he did not keep. Besides the "Childe Harold," twenty 
and translations from the Modern Greek are included in the volume. 
During the past few years the conviction has been growing that 
interests of the library demands a new classification for the 
The system of arrangements hitherto followed has been 
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outgrown, especially in such important subjects as the natural 
applied sciences, psychology, literature, political economy, s 
science, and the classics ; and for the purposes of a college libr 
the old system is seriously defective in other respects. 
The work of changing to a new arrangement was begun · 
October last, and is proceeding slowly owing to the fact that on! 
a limited amount of time' can be given to it. Thus far about 
day and a half in each week has been devoted to reclassifying. 
It is hoped that the entire reference room, containing 8,5 
volumes, can be done by Commencement, and if this rate 
progress can be maintained the whole collection will be done · 
about six years, without any extra cost to the corporation. T 
employ a special classifier, as is frequently done when Jar 
libraries reclassify, would cost at least $2,000. 
The new system to be adopted is that known as the Cutter Ex 
pansive Classification, in many respects the best scheme of book 
arrangement ever devised, and certainly the one whose divisio 
correspond more closely than any other to the generally accepted 
philosophical classification of knowledge. 
It is expected that this change, besides resulting in a more 
logical and useful grouping of books and subjects, will enable 
students to work at the shelves to better advantage than hereto-
fore. 
THE COLLEGE YEAR. 
The history of a period should not be undertaken too early. 
at least, is what we are told by the wise. It is too soon, for 
•am1p1e, to expect a good and reliable account of the Civil War. 
is something of reason in this attitude, no doubt, and it is 
that great events and efficient causes become more con-
as smaller things and petty irrelevancies are lost sight 
However, somewhat may be said concerning the term now 
at Trinity. 
The examinations are yet to come, so that one should with-
comment upon the principal thing - the intellectual progress 
has been made or been missed by those for whom Trinity 
Some other matters, however, may be mentioned. The regula-
governing attendance established at the beginning of last 
are still undergoing the test of use. In theory they take 
ground than the code which they displaced, as they simply 
that the student is expected to attend to his duties, and imply 
he cannot profitably remain in college unless he does so. 
no downward path marked out, with halting places 
for special repentance. But provision is made for 
qncs•• .. ••uu and exhortation, and means are provided for exerting 
influence upon those who seem to require it. The 
system makes larger demands upon faculty and students 
the older one did. It should draw teachers and taught closer 
, and make evident their common purpose. 
A very satisfactory vote was that passed early in the term by 
Sophomore class discontinuing the practice included by the 
"hazing." Alumni who think that they recall similar votes 
at other times should understand that this latest action was 
noteworthy in that it was taken under no special stress 
urgency. It seemed a spontaneous and deliberate recognition 
the fact that certain stages in the development of the college 
have been passed. 
5o THE COLLEGE YEAR. 
The football season was, in one sense, discouraging enou 
witness the special paragraph relating thereto which app 
below. From another point of view it was a great success. 
very large number of students played with considerable regulari 
It did them good, and they seemed to enjoy it. This last is · 
portant ; for the disappearance of pleasure as an element in 
letic sports has been a melancholy feature in recent years. It • 
a delightful thing for the older members of the college to 
half the undergraduate body having real fun on the athl • 
field. 
The term, then, has been pleasant enough ; marked by 
special events, fruitful, let us hope, in reasonable growth by 
college and healthful attainment and development by the 
who have been with us. There has been no illness worth m 
tioning- and it may be worth while to say, in view of ne 
paper reports, that at this writing, January zsth, 
the college has had scarlet fever. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
With the establishment by the Trustees of a professio 
course in Civil Engineering it may be said that the project of 
larging our facilities for technical scientific training has 
distinctly advanced. The catalogue number of the BuLLET 
recently distributed, contains a detailed statement showing 
scope of this new enterprise. 
Although the preliminary announcement was not issued 
late in July, there are several men in College who have come wi 
this course specially in mind, and there is a gratifying probab" · 
that the College will be able, henceforward, to furnish many of· 
graduates with this kind of education, now so largely sought 
our most earnest students. 
ATHLETICS. 
The new athletic field was in constant use during the foot 
season, and, although the turf is necessarily still thin and feeb 
gave general satisfaction. It is worthy of note that we had 
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"ned ankles this year- an exemption which may well have 
due to the better condition of the gridiron. 
As to the games- we are not going into details now or later. 
re were some games, and each was won by one of the con-
"ng elevens. The past is past. We shall not have to live 
gh it again. Let us be thankful that the school girl is abso-
y correct when she states in her composit~on "Passing away 
written on the face of all things." Here is a sentence, how-
r, which is imperishable, "Wait till next year!" 
Meantime the basketball team is playing with its accustomed 
r. The other teams score more points than we do- which 
sa pity. 
This winter the new system has gone into operation by which 
are marked for their gymnasium classwork. The marks 
igned are not added in with those given in other departments, 
are to be used solely to determine whether the student has or 
not "passed " in the required work of his physical training. 
THE ALUMNI MEETING AT PITTSBURG. 
A very pleasant gathering of Trinity men is reported from 
burg, where Judge Buffington entertained the Alumni resid-
in the vicinity on the evening of January 2d. Some fifteen or 
ty were present. Letters were read from Judge Curtis and 
. Haight of the Board of Trustees, and from Professor Luther 
Mr. Carlton of the Faculty. 
Speaking of Pittsburg, the Westmoreland Steel Company of 
city has placed on the market a special variety of Tungsten 
which they designate as " Trinity True High Speed Tool 
" 
1848 
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The following notice, which appeared in the Hart~ 
ford daily papers of January 18th, describes the dedi-
cation by a well known and much loved alumnus 
the College, of three memorial windows placed in the Church o 
the Good Shepherd in this city by a constant friend of the College. 
in memory of her son, Caldwell Hart Colt, and her two broth 
Richard W. H. Jarvis of the class of 1848, and for many y 
a Trustee of the College, and John S. Jarvis of the class of 1857 
Three handsome stained-glass memorial windows were dedicated in 
Church of the Good Shepherd, at the evening prayer service, Sunday. The, 
are the gift of Mrs. Elizabeth Hart Colt. The group is located on t 
south side of .the church, and forms the center group of windows on that 
side, and harmonizes with the group east of that spot. The windows d · 
cated Sunday are in memory of Mrs. Colt's son and her two brothers. 
The dedication ceremony was impressive. Prior to the service the win-
dows remained covered with white canvas. As the processional ent 
the church, from the chapel, the two clergymen, the Rev. George Thomas 
Linsley, the rector, and the Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart of Middletown, left tht 
procession of the choir and took their positions before the windows. The 
canvas was drawn, and the prayer of dedication was offered by Dr. Hart, 
as follows: 
"Direct us, 0 Lord. 0 most glorious Lord, we acknowledge that we arr 
not worthy to offer unto Thee anythjng belonging to us; yet we beseedt 
Thee, in Thy great goodness, graciously to accept the offering which · 
now made unto Thee, for Thy honor and glory, for the beautifying of 
hoiy house, and in memory of Thy servants departed. And we pray that 
all who enter here may approach Thy sanctuary in lowliness and devotio 
and come before Thee with clean thoughts and pure hearts, with bodies 
undefiled and minds sanctified, and may render a service acceptable unto 
Thee; through Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen." 
Dr. Hart assisted Mr. Linsley in the evening prayer service, and de-
livered a sermon on the coming out of Babylon of the children of Israel 
with joy and in triumph. During the sermon he said: 
"Today we have dedicated a memorial to two brothers, of whom Ollt 
in opening manhood and one in the maturity of life laid down their bur· 
dens, and of a son of many hopes and never-failing affection, in whose 
memory stands a building devoted to the work of this parish. All th 
are held in the unfailing memory of those who were nearest and deamt 
to them and shall be remembered to all generations as long as this chu 
shall stand to the glory of God and the service of the saints." 
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The flrst window of the group represents the Lord appearing to Mary 
dalene in the garden after the resurrection, and is designated "Rab-
·." It bears the words: "In fond memory of Richard W . H. Jarvis, 
ovember 30, 1829, January 21, I903-" The center window represents the 
rd calling to St. Peter to come to Him on the water, " Bid Me Come 
to Thee on the Water," and bears the inscription, "In loving remem-
ce of Caldwell Hart Colt, November 24, 1858, January 21, 1894." The 
"rd window is entitled: "I am Alpha and Omega," and is inscribed, 
To the dear memory of John Samuel Jarvis, May 6, 1837, July 27, 1866," 
represents the Lord appearing to St. John on the island of Patmos. 
The Rev. S. F. Hotchkin of Philadelphia has 
1856 added another title to his already long and notable 
list of writings on the history of Pennsylvania, both 
era! and local. His latest work is a volume of over two hun-
ed pages, entitled " Penn's Greene County Towne. Pen and 
encil Sketches of Early Philadelphia and its Prominent Char-
ers," and is dedicated to Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker, a 
rsonal friend of Dr. Hotchkin. 
On October 3, 1903, Dr. J. Ewing Mears, M.D., 
1858 read a paper entitled "Good Roads: Their Import-
ance to the Community " before the Solebury Far-
s' Club of Bucks county, Pennsylvania. The address has 
printed and a copy sent to the College library by Dr. Mears. 
George Brinley Morgan, D.D., was lately chosen 
1870 Bishop-Coadjutor of the Diocese of Springfield. To 
the great satisfaction of his many friends in. the east, 
d especially to that of the members of his parish, Dr. Morgan 
declined the election. 
Rev. Lucius Waterman, D.D., has recently pub-
1871 lished a work giving "Tables of _Episcopal Descent, 
A.D. 666-1902." 
Dr. Richard Burton lectured January 13, 1904, in 
1883 Unity Hall, Hartford, Conn., on "The Modern 
Novel." In spite of the almost impossible weather, 
had an excellent audience, as convincing a proof as he could 
· h of the interest felt in him and what he says in his old home. 
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He was introduced by Mr. C. H . Clark, editor of The H 
Courant, with which paper Dr. Burton was for some time 
nected. 
Dr. Burton began by saying that it was perhaps true that 
most obvious thing in modern literature is the novel. It has 
come almost a tyranny. Other things are almost crowded off 
boards. But at the same time this is only a comparatively 
situation. Some particular literary form comes into vogue 
holds sway for a period. For instance, poetry is the first 
expression. It antedates the written word. In our own 
in the greatest literary period- the Elizabethan- the drama 
cupied the place now held by' fiction. Later we find much 
same thing true as regards the essay, when men like Addison 
Steele wrote. Poetry, the essay, the drama, each has had its 
and shrunk to a subsidiary situation. 
The novel began with Richardson and Fielding'150 years 
Its rise was no accident, for such a movement can always be 
plained, and in this case it was a direct outcome of the social 
of that era. An easy way of disposing of the question of 
popularity of the modern novel is to say that these are ae~~enera·tel 
times, tastes are lower, the culture of the readers less, and the 
power of discrimination lacking. But this seems a shallow con-
clusion, and Dr. Burton said that he wished to give a better one. 
The name itself may suggest it. But if that form of literature 
was novel, it must be so in contradistinction to something that 
came before. The romance, so called, that antedates the novel, 
was a very different thing. It did not deal at all with contempora-
neous society. The novel came in the first place to depict con-
temporaneous society, to show the love motive and to tell the 
truth. Dr. Burton said that he believed the reason this so-called 
novel did spring up with Richardson and Fielding was because 
there was a very definite increase in people's interest in others. A 
comparison of the literature of the second half of that century 
shows that men had waked up to a consciousness of one another 
that they hadn't possessed before. The coffee houses, the theatres, 
and the newspapers are further expressions of this interest. The 
novel, along with these other literary things, began a literary 
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that might convey a different sense of this new altruistic 
This, Dr. Burton said, he believed was exactly what 
The lecturer said that the tendency in fiction can be summed 
under three heads. One was implied in this increased interest 
man in man. The note of personality was struck as never 
Personality is the most distinct note in modern novel 
.. nt110g nowadays. The very naming of the books is a feature, 
names of persons are in many cases the titles. This means 
the author means to say something about a human being in 
novel. If it is a love story the writer may mean to tell of two 
Take, for instance, Richardson's " Pamela," the first 
novel, on the whole, with a woman's name for the title. 
_..,,,,.,..u as a modern novel in the sense the others were. 
first novel was "Joseph Andrews," again a name for title. 
writers were impelled thus to bear down on some striking 
, to tell a story of a human being, not a story of hu-
. This development of the idea of personality in fiction 
very remarkable. Any middle-aged person can remember when 
was no sympathy for anything that crossed the line of per-
_.-----J. Now there is almost a fad for such that do, as animal 
such as " The Call of the Wild." The interest is even 
extended to straddle bugs and mosquitoes, and for all the 
knew in the twenty-first century a monad may be the 
feature of the novel. 
From 1750 to the present a very distinctive feature of the 
is its democratic tendency. The novel is the special expo--
of democracy, and we cannot realize it unless we look back 
other writers. Pamela was a servant girl. It was abso--
revolutionary for Richardson to publish a book about a 
-..,.,,.nt and even more so to make her the central figure. Litera-
was then of the upper class. The novelist of today prefers 
take some homely, rugged type, and may even have overdone 
a little. He actually hales in queer creatures, prefers to deal 
not only the humble, but the outcast, the alien, sometimes 
piWlu•~ down hill to what is called extreme French realism. 
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The third characteristic of the novel, as it has developed, 
to personality, is the remarkable desire in modern fiction 
truth, for the depiction of things as they are. The lecturer 
that, looking back again, he regarded this as a revolution. 
is, of course, not a matter of time, in the broadest sense, but 
has been an added tendency of this nature because of the ae·11e1Cm-1• 
ment of science in the last fifty years. Man since then has be<:oml~ 
more of a truth seeker. He wants to know why things are, 
demands that he shall know. Since 185o all literature has 
this influence. The dialogue in the best fiction of today is 
ful. People talk as they really do. That was not true in 
times of Richardson and Fielding. The latter is a woeful 
in this respect as compared with Stevenson or Kipling. 
Jones" the love scene between Tom and Sophia is utterly 
The language is too bombastic. In the current dialogue of 
day we will find life itself. I(ipling's " The Light that Failed 
is an example. It broadens and deepens .our human svtnpathtes,l 
said the lecturer, to give us men and women as they are. 
So, personality, democracy, and truth are the three great 
features of the novel. Yet in the exercise of these there are cer-
tain dangers. The interest in ,the personality can be abused, 
is, when the writer takes a morbid view of the metaphysics of 
Henry James seems woefully guilty in this line. But it does 
mean anything more than a fad for people to like this style. 
There is, too, a tendency to over-subtlety, a~d too much analysis, 
and the lecturer's observation was that women were more apt 
be guilty of that than men. The abuse of truth brings a graver 
trouble, the deification of dirt, to put it in plain language. But 
the speaker believed that there is a great reaction against the 
basely unpleasant, that there is a healthier interest in modern life, 
and that today the taste is such that only one book in five or six 
stands for this abuse. Dr. Burton pointed out that we cannot 
expect to see life for ourselves as we can from literature. In 
literature we get a sense of its meaning that we can never get in 
any other way. We need to sit down once a month and read a 
great book for that reason. The highest form of fiction presents 
things not only as they are, but as they may be. The speaker said 
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e regarded it as most encouraging that the public has a .wonder-
! interest in ideality. The public taste, based on the sales of the 
t year of the fourteen books that have sold best, is on the whole 
. There has been no marked preference for any one school. 
e story with some truth of life and uplift of idea is most popu-
. These fourteen books in the mind of the speaker were : 
The Pit,"" Lady Rose's Daughter,"" The One Woman," "The 
ettle of the Pasture," " The Call of the Wild," "Rebecca," 
Darrel," "Adventures of Gerard," " Cherry," "Heart of Rome," 
The Fortunes of Fifi," " Keith," " Little Shepherd of Kingdom 
e," and "Colonel Carter's Christmas." There is not one 
picable book in the lot, said the speaker. He closed by saying 
at he believed the literary drama is going in time to usurp the 
sition of fiction, but that in its purity it is a piece of literature 
hich should be read as part of our culture as a nation. 
Frank Elisha Johnson, M.A., has been chosen 
Major to command the new battalion of the First 
Regiment, C. N. G. Mr. Johnson has served in the 
ational Guard since 1883, and was Adjutant during the war with 
His new command consists of Companies A, B, C, D, and 
S. Herbert Giesy, LL.B., has sent to the library a 
copy of his brief for the appellants in the case of 
Edward D. Johnson et al. 11s. Elizabeth Thomas at 
e October term of the District Columbia Court of Appeals. 
The Rev. James Goodwin, M.A., was recently 
1886 elected president of the Hartford Scientific Society. 
John Prince Elton, B.A., was last October elected 
1888 Mayor of Waterbury after a peculiarly interesting 
and important campaign. 
Professor Prosser Hall Frye, B.A., contributed to 
1889 the July number of the University of Nebraska 
University Studies an article on "George Sand and 
er French Style." His summary is to the effect that " She does 
allow her personal anxiety about her work to enter and 
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disturb the ultimate peace of art. One feels that she, like 
speare, was greater than her task. 
moderation, in its magnificent spontaneity and naturalness, 
above all, in its serenity, it is an especially opportune example 
the vices of the time, to which we, no matter what our 
John Butler McCook, M.D., has been ap!JOirttet• 
1890 Surgeon of the First Regiment, C. N. G., with 
rank of Major. 
Under the general editorship of Dr. Victor 
1891 Pedersen, M.D., two new volumes have recently 
added to the " Medical Epitome Series," 
by Lea Brothers of Philadelphia. These are: "Organic 
Physiologic Chemistry; A Manual for Students and 
ers, by Arthur McG!annan, M.D.," and "Normal Histology, 
J. R. Walthen, M.D.," Dr. Pedersen has presented a copy of 
to the College library. 
John Warren Edgerton, LL.B., has been chcJSen• 
1894 secretary of the Yale Law School. 
It has been announc,:ed that the Rt. Rev. 
1897 H B. Brewster, bishop of Connecticut, will v1s1t 
College chapel on Sunday, February 21st, for 
purpose of confirming several students. 
The Rev. Edward S. Travers, '98, having 
1898 ceived several photographs of members of the 
of 1858 from the widow of Captain William R. 
of that class, has very kindly presented them to the College. 
John K. Clement, B.S., in collaboration with 
1900 Danneel, Ph.D., reported in full the proceedings 
the Electro-chemistry and Physical Chemistry ::.t:\;LIUIIL• 
of the Fifth International Congress for Applied Chemistry held 
Berlin, Germany, in June, 1903. Their report appeared in 
tro-chemical Industr'j', in the September, October, November, 
December numbers. 
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In view of the recent agitation in regard to a half-
1900H time trade school in Hartford, the following letter 
from one of the trustees of Trinity may be of in-
terest : 
!fo the Editor of the Hart ford Times: 
Your favor of the 18th inst. at hand. An industrial school planned to 
attract into mechanical fields intelligent and ambitious boys who are so 
• umstanced that they cannot afford to attend technical schools at a 
• tance from home, would certainly prove for the city of Hartford a highly 
uctive form of investment. We count as well spent the thousands of 
Uars raised yearly by gift and taxation for the support of churches, 
"ties, and education through text-books. 
Mr. Higgins says that over eighty per cent. of pupils drop out before 
ey reach the high school, and ninety-seven per cent. before graduation. 
a large majority of cases boys are withdrawn because their aid is needed 
the support of the family. The first step is to look around for some 
where they can make an entry into the army of wage-earners. Neces-
rules the choice rather than aptitude or inclination. In consequence 
ts far too often lead to failure. Capacities are dwarfed or crushed. 
youth takes what he can get and thus may be forced upon conditions 
uited to his proper development. 
Mechanical skill offers not only a sure support but rich prizes. The de-
d for the kind of talent that can wisely organize and guide labor in 
or factory far exceeds the supply. About us the raw material capable 
development under proper training into high grade mechanics must exist 
great abundance. Historically no spot on the planet has surpassed Con-
"cut in the ingenuity of its inventors, the dexterity of its workmen, or 
ability of its industrial chiefs. 
Hereditary tendencies must incline many toward mechanical pursuits. 
ith the opportunity to secure technical education at their own doors, who 
doubt that a steady stream of bright youths would eagerly improve the 
"vileges thus offered both for the enrichment and for the uplifting of the 
unity? 
Mr. Higgins justly emphasizes the importance of making culture-
k learning- a part of the scheme. In a few years the graduates will 
found filling all grades in the shop from the bench to the superinten-
cy. To win advancement and not Jess to perform adequately the duties 
to their immediate associates and to the community, they need to be 
grounded in mathematics, in some departments of science, in political 
nomy, and in social science. In addition, the more highly the taste for 
literature is cultivated the better. Ignorance of fundamental prin-
les is responsible for a great deal of the loose thinking that afflicts the 
try all the way down from speeches in Congress to talk in barrooms. 
We need the graduates of such schools to lead wisely organized labor. 
the turmoil of 1903 too many grafters and leaders intoxicated by the 
den ascent to power were found in control. Education steadies men to 
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meet responsibilities soberly. Experience will teach the rank and file 
trust for guidance to sound thinkers rather than to glib talkers. 
Location is against New England, coal and iron fields are hundreds 
miles away, and the center of our markets still farther west. With 
freight charges and loss of time arrayed on the side of ~~···· .. ~··w·"• 
must rely in the future more and more upon the quality of her 
A supreme duty of the community is to give the boys a chance to fit 
selves to uphold her prosperity. 
Hartford, January 20, 1904. 
James Albert Wales 
1901 article to the New York Sun) in which he 
the "College Boy in Business." Mr. Wales 
moved to express his views by the reading of a letter from 
gentleman who regards college men with disfavor, consi 
them as unfitted for hard work. We cull the following 
from Mr. Wales's article: 
Mr. --- talks of the "foppish illusions" that college life gives, 
for doing so he should be penalized twenty yards for offside play. 
How about the student who, after a day of hard work conducting 
trical experiments in the power house of a traction company as part of 
college work, makes his supper from a pint bottle of milk and half a 
of baked beans, and then runs a trolley car till I.JO o'clock in the mc,rninml• 
so that he can earn enough to pay his way through college? How 
the hundreds of other ways in which the greater part of college boys 
thejr education while they are studying? How al;>out the boys who 
their summer vacations waiting on table at hotels, assisting in churches 
and libraries, selling books, desks, and everything that can be sold, and 
working in stores and factories? How about the boys who leave 
at fourteen and go into business for three or four years, so that they 
enter college later on? Probably ten per cent. of all college men do 
They must get dreadfully foppish illusions, these pampered college boys. 
Nothing short of a bank presidency will suit any of them when the, 
graduate. 
"He knows algebra, but nothing of arithmetic," said Mr. ---. "He 
can read Cresar." Algebra and C::esar are not taught in college- the stu-
dent must have mastered them before he is allowed to enter. It is also 
well to note that algebra is the very essence of the " quick mental arith· 
metic" that Mr. --- says is not taught in the colleges. 
The college student is taught plane and spherical trigonometry, ana· 
· lytical geometry, and calculus- things that he uses every day when he 
builds our rai lroads, tunnels, and bridges, improves our labor-saving rna· 
chinery, bores our mines, and erects our public buildings, factories, and 
warehouses. 
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The college student must learn so many sciences in such a short time 
he is trained to think with speed and accuracy and to master every 
of an entirely new task with lightning rapidity. The quickest 
in the world are the newspaper workers, and the newspaper offices 
full of college men. In the offices of the Su11 and the Evening Post-
Nlllflllner~ . by the way, that are famed for the purity of their English-
that has not had a college education is the exception. College men 
advertising an especially promising profession. As solicitors they 
have a wide circle of acquaintances, and their polish and ease of 
enable them to meet the leaders of the business world on equal 
The artist who has had the benefit of a collegiate art school edu-
seldom goes wrong on the costuming of his characters or on the 
setting of his pictures. He knows his history and his architecture 
technique, and he gets a high price because he is worth it. The ad-
ertisernerlt writer who has been through college is perhaps more generally 
than the solicitor or the artist. 
been trained to write perfect English, his vocabulary has been 
oranmiA''Y built up, and he is never at a loss for "the inevitable word." 
he has had advertising experiences as business manager or 
of one of the college publications, and his knowledge of type and en-
gives him no small advantage. The college trained advertisement 
little time trying to find the proper means of expression, and 
he dictates a great part of his copy, for he is sure of his vocabu-
and his brain has been taught to think quickly, clearly, correctly. 
The writer knows two men of equal age who, when boys of sixteen, 
different courses. One went into business and the other entered 
with no definite profession in view. It was predicted that the boy 
business was getting a " start " over the other that he could never over-
That was seven years ago. The business man has had his wages 
three times, and looks for another advance in six months. The col-
graduate became a writer in an advertising agency nearly three years 
some time later found the place too small for a man of his ambition, 
went into the agency business for himself. 
Today he is making at least 'three times as much money as the boy who 
the "start" over him, he is his own master, and what he can do in 
future depends entirely upon his own energy and ability and not upon 
wish of a corporation. Such instances are by no means unusual, nor is 
one in the least exaggerated. 
Getting right down to hard, cold dollars and cents, you can figure it 
way you want to, but you will find that a college education is the best 
~~Vestment in the world for nine boys out of ten. 
there are the college graduates who serve us as doctors, lawyers, 
architects, engineers, school teachers, and in other professional 
Yet we wonder why the Lord ever made some of the college men we 
-just as we marvel in the same way about folks who never saw a 
in their lives- and immediately the thoughtless say: "They are 
all like this one- what use are colleges, anyhow? " 
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Ingersoll. -At his home in New Haven, Conn., 
1839 on Sunday, Sept. 13, 1903, Colin Macrae Ingersoll, 
son of the-late Ralph Isaacs and Margaret Vanden· 
heuval Ingersoll, in the 85th year of his age. 
He was a member of the national House of Representatives 
from 1851 to 1855. 
A niece of James Brevard (or, as printed in the 
1848 catalogues, Brainard) Dirickson, of the class of 1848, 
kindly writes that "he died April 1, 1902, aged 74-
He was born Jan. 8, 1828. He was stricken with apoplexy two 
days before he died, and remained unconscious until the end. 
After leaving College he seemed in rather delicate health, and 
decided to live on a farm · on the Sinepuxent Bay until he grew 
stronger, but here he spent his entire life. He looked back upon 
Trinity with love, and was always glad to tell us of his college 
days. He never married, and lived only with his colored servants, 
and, being so much alone, he lived over again his college days 
more than a man of affairs would have done. The respect and 
esteem of his friends and neighbors were summed up in the fa· 
miliar appellation "Gentleman Jim Dirickson." 
Rev. Francis H. Bushnell, a graduate of Trinity 
1850 College in the class of 1850, died suddenly at his 
home in Philadelphia, Pa., on January 7th, aged 77 
years. He was a native of Norwich, and after taking his college 
degree studied in the theological department of the College, which 
presently became the Berkeley Divinity School, so that his name 
stands as in the second class of the school's graduates. He was 
ordained by Bishop Brownell December 19, 1852. He entered 
upon clerical work in Louisville, Ky., and was called from the 
rectorship of Grace Church to Philadelphia, where he became 
rector of the Church of the Messiah in 1870; and, after twenty-six 
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years' service, he became its rector emeritus eight years ago. 
Mr. Bushnell was an active man, and especially devoted to home 
missionary work. Among Mr. Bushnell's classmates who survive 
are Rev. John T. Huntington of Hartford, Charles E. Graves of 
ew Haven, and Lewis S. Paddock, M.D., of Norwich. 
Anthon.- At Southampton, L. I., Sept. 15, 1903, 
1851 after a long illness, the Rev. Edward Anthon, son of 
the late Henry Anthon, D.D., in his 72d year. 
The Right Rev. Thomas March Clark, D.D., 
1851 H LL.D., Bishop of Rhode Island, who received the 
degree of D.D. from Trinity College in 1851, was a 
trustee from 1851 to I855, and was a visitor from 1859 until 
his death, died Sept. 7, 1903, aged 91. Surviving Leo XIII, he 
was probably the senior bishop of the Christian church. The 
following action of the Standing Committee of the Rhode Island 
Diocese has a special interest for us as coming from its president, 
tbe Rev. ~eorge McClellan Fiske, D.D., of the class of 1870: 
The Standing Committee of the Diocese of Rhode Island, speaking for 
and representing the convention, during the recess of that body, desires to 
express and record the sense of profound sorrow pervading clergy and 
laity in their bereavement by the death of their beloved bishop and friend, 
the Rt. Rev. Thomas March Clark, Doctor of Divinity, and Doctor of 
Laws, Presiding Bishop of the American Church. 
For almost a half-century our dear and reverend Father in God has fed 
1he people of his inheritance with a faithful and true heart, and ruled them 
prudently with all his power, winning and keeping the love of all his chil-
e-en, old and young, high and low, rich and poor. Under his gentle, wise, 
and generous leadership the Church in Rhode Island has grown in grace 
and in numbers to a degree far out of proportion to territory and population. 
lts ways have been ways of pleasantness and its paths the paths of peace. 
The signs of an Apostle have been wrough!t abundantly in the bishop's 
luminous example to his flock. By the evident sincerity and sanctity of his 
character, by the simplicity of his manner of living, by his consecrated in-
tellectual brilliancy, by his eloquence as a preacher, by his power as a prac-
tical teacher of personal Christian morality, and by the large-mindedness 
-of his administration, he has edified the Church and the world at home and 
ad, and has shed lustre upon this diocese, giving it name and fame 
1hroughout the Anglican communion. 
His work as a diocesan is and must ever remain monumental. The 
..-eat harvest of souls gathered, the names written in heaven, the new 
fRrishes formed, the churches and parochial buildings erected, the ample 
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endowment of the episcopate, the valuable gift of "Bishop's House," 
establishment of the three diocesan institutions, all these and many 
things testify to the strong influence and inspiration of the bishop and 
his firm hold upon the confidence and affection, not only of the Church, but 
of the public, irrespective of creed. 
Not only as prelate and pastor was the bishop illustrious, but also as a 
citizen. A true patriot, he watched with conscientious solicitude the 
of civic affairs around him, and until the last his voice was uplifted on 
behalf of social purity and righteousness. We do not unduly exalt him 
when we say that he was, unquestionably, the first citizen of Rhode Island, 
attracting unanimous respect and veneration. 
That Bishop Clark has been spared to the Church and to the state so far 
beyond the ordinary limits of human life, to occupy the highest position of 
dignity, honor, and usefulness to the very end, has been not only a mark 
o~ divine favor to him, but an unusual privilege and blessing to those who. 
living in h1s light, and seeing his good works, have been led to glorify 
Our Father which is in heaven. 
To the family and household now parted from their patriarchal head 
we offer our unfeigned sympathy. 
To God we give thanks for this good example, which we praise. May 
it be followed. 
And for the holy soul departed we implore the joy and peace of that 
Light that shineth ever more and more unto the perfect day of the resur-
rection, that when the Chief Shepherd shall appear His faithful servant 
may receive a crown of glory that fadeth not away. 
1856 
Edwin Rhodes Gardiner, who died June 29, 1903, 
aged 69. The Providence J o1trnal of June 30, 1903, 
has the following notice of him : 
Edwin R. Gardiner, for many years official stenographer of the Court 
of Common Pleas, who died Sunday, June 28th, after a lingering illness, 
was born in this city November 2, 1834. 
He was a son of Malachi Rhodes Gardiner, a well-known flour and 
grain merchant of the firm of Rathbone & Gardiner, and Harriet Gar-
diner. He attended school in this city, and after graduating from the 
Providence high school entered Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., in 1852, 
graduating from there in 1856. While in college he practised reporting. 
After graduation he adopted stenography as his life work, and for eleven 
years was a reporter with the Providence J oumal, at the same time report-
ing for the Supreme Court. He took high rank as a stenographer. 
For many years he made verbatim reports of literary and scientific lec-
tures for various journals, and he was one of the corps that reported the 
debates of the Constitutional Convention of Illinois, which began its work 
in December, 186g, and lasted five months. In 1870-71 Mr. Gardiner was a 
member of the corps of official stenographers for the city of Chicago, or-
ganized by Eli, Burnham and Bartlett. Soon after he became associated 
with Mr. James M. W. Yerrington, official court reporter in Boston, which 
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•..-ua:••uu continued for eight years and covered a very large amount of 
heavy work done in that city. 
In the year 1882 Mr. Gardiner received the appointment of official re-
o£ the Court of Common Pleas of this state, which position he held 
a number of years. 
Mr. Gardiner was for many years special stenographer for the meetings 
the National Association for the Promotion of the Interests of the 
•JDelncam Trotting Turf and for its board of review, and for ten years he 
verbatim reports of the extemporaneous sermons and addresses of the 
Dr. D. H. Greer [now Bishop Coadjutor of the Diocese of New 
then rector of Grace Church, this city. 
a short time he acted as shorthand amanuensis for the late Ron. 
P. Chase when the latter was secretary of the treasury. 
r. Gardiner was at one time president of the New England Short-
Reporters' Association. He was noted for the rapidity and accuracy 
work. His varied experiences in reporting developed in him a broad 
.:hollarship and refined literary style. He was the author of a brilliant 
"The Reporter as a Student of Language," in which he ably de-
the thesis that the science of language is preeminently the study 
horthand reporter. About" five years ago Mr. Gardiner retired froin 
•IISir•ess on account of failing health, and since that time had been living 
at his home, 156 Cypress Street. He leaves a daughter, Edna R. 
•ianlim,. of this city. 
Hays. -At San Luis Obispo, California, July 3, 
1901, William Williams Hays. 
Professor Hamilton Lanphere Smith died Aug. 
I, 1903, aged 84, at ew London. He was gradu-
ated at Yale in 1839, and received the degree of 
• J.'""'''u' of Laws from Trinity College in 1871. He was professor 
astronomy and natural philosophy at Kenyon College from 
to 1868, and at Hobart College from r868 to 1900; and he 
also engaged in the microscopical examination of deep-sea 
for the United States government. 
Charles Warren Dyar died Jan. 10, 1904, aged 
1872 53· The Rev. George McClellan Fiske, D.D., in 
. 
Non-Grad. kindly sending the following from the Boston Tra,n,-
script of January IIth says, "Mr. Dyar was in Col-
with me, and I remember him with pleasure as a clever and 
gifted man " : 
Charles W. Dyar, an editorial writer of the Boston Globe, died 
'-'"'""t~,rtlotv morning after a long illness. 
5 
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Mr. Dyar had been a leading editorial writer of the Globe. In point of 
service he was the oldest man connected with its editorial department. 
He was born in Lowell February 3, 1850. He pursued a four yeari 
course in Trinity College, and a few months after finishing his college 
career he became one of the three or four reporters then employed by the 
Globe. 
During the past thirty years he filled with conspicuous success the posi-
tions of musical editor, city editor, assistant news editor, dramatic editor 
literary editor, book reviewer, story writer, and chief editorial writer. 
With the late C. H. Montague he wrote what is believed to be the first 
mystery story of the kind recorded -the last chapter to be guessed by the 
readers, prizes being offered for the solutions nearest correct. He also 
completed another serial for the old-time Boston Weekly Globe, entitled 
"The Dent in the Panel"; he was author of "'Twixt Love and Hate,10 
and translated many serial stories from the French. 
Mr. Dyar leaves a widow, whose maiden name was Emma ]. Bowker, 
and four daughters and two sons. He was a Mason and a member of the 
Royal Arcanum. 
1895 
Edward Percy Hamlin, of the class of 1895, died 
suddenly of heart disease at Daytona, Florida, De-
cember 23, ISJOJ, in the thirty-first year of his age. 
He was born in East Orange, New Jersey, and prepared for 
college at Lawrenceville Academy. He was ~he last in succes-
sion of three brothers to enter Trinity; his sterling character 
and sympathetic nature won for him the confidence and affection 
of all his college mates, and he became a great favorite. His 
active, enthusiastic support was given to every branch of college 
life. At tennis he easily excelled, holding the college champion-
ship, and twice representing Trinity in the inter-collegiate tourna-
ments. 
Mr. Hamlin was graduated from the New York Law School 
in 1897. After admission to the bar he entered the office of 
Hornblower, Byrne & Taylor, New York city, and subsequently 
that of Daves, Stone & Auerbach. He was devoted to his pro-
fession, and gave promise of rising ~o distinction as a lawyer 
had his life been spared. The news of his sudden and untimely 
death comes as a grievous shock to his many friends, and his 
memory will always be affectionately cherished by all who knew 
him. 
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Jeremiah Mervin Allen, M.A., honoris causa, 
1899H 1899, died at his home in Hartford on December 
29th. For many years Mr. Allen had devoted him-
self to the administration of the affairs of the Hartford Steam 
Boiler Insurance and Inspection Company, of which corporation 
he was the president. He was a scientific specialist of rare 
attainments, a friend of all that is good, a dependable citizen. 
He was one of the first to interest himself in the project of 
establishing a Hartford School of Technology in connection with 
Trinity College. But his interest in educational matters was 
broader than this. He was a benefactor, in especial, of our 
library, and a supporter of all that tended to the advancement and 
efficiency of the public schools. 
His chief educational devotion was undoubtedly and properly 
directed toward the Hartford Theological Seminary, of which 
institution he had long been a trustee. 
He was a non-resident lecturer at Cornell University and a 
member of the American Academy of Political and Social Science. 
DEATH OF DR. BOLTON. 
Trinity men have learned with deep . sorrow of the death at 
Washington on November 19th of Dr. Henry Carrington Bolton. 
For ten years, I877-1887, he was our professor of chemistry 
and natural science. To him was largely due the impulse which 
developed scientific instruction here along modern lines, and led 
to the erection of the Jarvis Laboratories. 
Dr. Bolton was greatly beloved by his associates in the Faculty. 
It is an illustration of the changes in college life that only four 
of Dr. Bolton's colleagues are still at Trinity, while of those whom 
he found when he came to us not one remains. Yet there is a so-
lidity, also, in institutional life. All Trinity men feel a sense of 
loss when one so long and so pleasantly numbered with us is 
taken away. And while the keen sense of personal bereavement 
comes specially to those who were permitted to enjoy his unfail-
ing friendliness and to meet him as he went about his many tasks, 
yet the man belonged to all of us, and his death means a grief in 
which we all share. 
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His popularity among the undergraduates of his time 
genuine and enduring. The '87 Ivy was dedicated to him, as 
editor said, "to show the esteem in which we hold him, and 
cause of his prominence in the scientific world." 
Dr. Bolton was a voluminous writer upon scientific sub" 
having published abont a dozen volumes, together with some 
hundred monographs. 
In view of the great interest now centering in investigations 
uranium and its compounds it is worthy of note that Dr. 
thesis for his degree at Goettingen was entitled " On the 
Compounds of Uranium." This was written in 1866. In 
and again in I885, he prepared a careful "Index to the 
of Uranium." 
Among his recreative undertakings might be mentioned 
investigation of the distribution of musical sands and the 
tion of a volume of children's counting-out rhymes. This 
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